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T

pril is near, and that means it’s time for what has become one of the
community’s biggest and most exciting fundraisers of the year: The
Tasting. Hosted by Jewish Family & Career Services and benefiting the
agency’s Zimmerman-Horowitz Independent Living Program (Z-H ILP), a program of
the Developmental Disabilities Services—Tools for Independence division, the event
highlights some of Atlanta’s top restaurants and high-end wines at a fun, festive, elegant
affair that also includes a top-rate silent auction.
Now in its 11th year, The Tasting is expected to bring almost 1,000 people to the
Grand Hyatt Buckhead on Monday, April 19. Last year, it attracted nearly 900 guests and
raised more than $260,000.
What started as an offshoot of some private fundraising dinners in peoples’ homes
has grown exponentially. Over the past few years, it has become large enough to fill the
Hyatt’s grand ballroom.
See THE TASTING, page 5
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Yom HaShoah Service of Remembrance at the Memorial to the Six Million at
Greenwood Cemetery, 2009
It will start quietly with teenagers, a reverential moment of silence.
The teens will carry a bouquet of yellow
mums in the shape of a Star of David, walking
slowly and solemnly in front of the Memorial
to the Six Million at Greenwood Cemetery in
southwest Atlanta.

The flags of the U.S. and Israel will be
presented, held aloft by Jewish War Veterans;
there will be prayers and singing, messages of
remembrance and hope. It will be a morning of
sadness and melancholy, defiance and remembrance.
See YOM HASHOAH, page 8

Am Yisrael Chai!
to explore Jewish
communities of
Latin America

✡

Am Yisrael Chai!, the annual
Holocaust-related program that focuses
on a different part of the world each
year, will take place April 14, 6:45-9:00
p.m., at Congregation Beth Tefillah,
5065 Highpoint Road, in Sandy
Springs.
Each year around the time of Yom
HaShoah, Am Yisrael Chai! develops a
program that focuses on families and
communities in one specific part of the
world and how the Holocaust affected
them. The goal is to look at how families and communities lived before the
Holocaust, survived during the
Holocaust, and succeeded and, in many
cases, excelled after the Holocaust.
In 2008, the focus was on Eastern
Europe, followed in 2009 by the
See AM YISRAEL CHAI!, page 7
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Passover, a genealogical pursuit
There has been an unbelievable
surge in genealogical research. The advent
of the Internet seems to have provided a
resource to open the door to what apparently has been a latent interest and desire to
learn where we came from, who we are, and
what our heritage is.
Going hand in hand with this
search of individual family histories is the
field of archaeology. The news is constantly reporting the revelations that this discipline has uncovered through its new findings and study of ancient remains. By combining our particular family history with the
times and circumstances in which members
lived, we hope to get a better understanding
of how we evolved to where we are today,
physically, culturally, societally, and philosophically.
Knowing the past gives us a historical
basis of the present, which will be a part of
the makeup of the future.
Certainly, we as Jews understand this.
It is our past, even in adverse times, that we
have made part of our lives. Our holidays,
prayers, customs, and, to a large extent, our
understanding of life and our social mores
are based on our past. In a major way,
embracing and remembering our past plays
an important part of who we are today; it is
THE
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BY Marvin
Botnick
a large part of what makes us Jews. And
through the centuries, we have harkened
unto the commandment that we pass this on
to future generations.
The centerpiece of Jewish observance
is the Shema, often referred to as “The
Watchword of Judaism.” Its words are the
best known of Jewish liturgy. This prayer
puts forth our relationship with God, and it
commands us not only as to our personal
responsibilities but also includes the commandment that “thou shalt teach them diligently unto thy children.”
This is the month in which Passover
occurs, one of the major Jewish observances and one of three pilgrimage holidays. In

fulfilling the directive to “Remember this
day, in which ye came out of Egypt, out of
the house of bondage,” there is a ritual
observance that includes the reading of the
Haggadah. This is a family or communal
telling of the story by which we fulfill the
scriptural commandment that each Jew will
tell the children about the Jewish liberation
from slavery in Egypt.
The ritualistic annual recounting of this
story is symbolic of an underpinning of
Judaism. In this celebration we recognize
our interconnection with God, both as a
group and individually; we are reminded of
our responsibility to work toward freeing
others, Jews and non-Jews, from bondage;
and we are reminded to alleviate hunger and
need. Even if we are fortunate enough to
enjoy a luxuriant lifestyle, we recall that
Moses, who was adopted by Pharaoh’s
daughter, left the comforts that this relationship brought, and that he “went out to his
[Jewish] brethren.”
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The question repetitively is raised as to
why we Jews take such an active role in
protesting social ills and support movements advocating solutions. Here is one of
the reasons. We are our past; we are inheritors of our religion and traditions; how can
we do any less?
So it is, that we fulfill the requirement
of remembering and teaching the children.
In my own case, we have begun compiling data on our progenitors. For us, this
task is more than a compilation of names; it
is an attempt to understand our entire family – biological, cultural, and religious. In
my case, I can relate the freedom from
Egyptian bondage with the release of my
parents from the oppression of the czar.
Every year when I read the Passover story,
I am able to personalize it in the faces and
memory of my parents.
So as we gather for the Seder to revel in
the memory of what was done for us, let us
understand that we are living a genealogical
pursuit; that we are acting on our responsibility to teach our children; and that we are
rededicating ourselves to try to lessen the
plight of others that are less fortunate.
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for their efforts
Morasha
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In addition, Morasha was an invited
guest author for Barnes & Noble’s
Exceptional Children’s Week, February 27March 5, at The Avenue in Cumming. This
event benefited special education in
Forsyth County.

At The Sunshine School at Shirley
Blumenthal Park, Morasha Winokur
reads from her book, while Chancer
“rests” and mom Donnie Winokur
looks on.
Morasha, her mom, and Chancer are
available to visit any school. Their presentation educates students and teachers about
advocacy, developmental disabilities like
fetal alcohol syndrome, and being part of
community. For more information, visit
www.thechancerchronicles.com.
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DANA MOSES SHEPARD HONORED IN
NEW ORLEANS. The many Atlanta
friends of our cousin Dana Moses Shepard
will be happy to know about a prestigious
award she has just received. The lovely and
brilliant daughter of Rita and the late
Graham Moses grew up in Atlanta, where
she attended Pace Academy. She married
New Orleans real estate mogul Louis
Shepard; settling in New Orleans, she
became very active in community activities.
Dana graduated from Sophie Newcomb
College, has an M.B.A. from Tulane, and is
a CPA.
Dana has just been awarded the Fifth
Annual Roger Bissinger Memorial Award,
for carrying on
his valuable work
“diligently and
tirelessly
on
behalf of all
Jews...and
to
improve
the
world in which
we
live.”
Currently, she is
vice president of
the
executive
Dana Moses
committee of the
Shepard
Jewish Federation
of Greater New
Orleans and is its past treasurer and head of
the finance committee. She is on the boards
of the Jewish Community Center and
Jewish Family Services. She has also
served on the national and local boards of
the National Council of Jewish Women.
The rest of her time she has off.
Dana and Louis have two fine sons,
Adam and Brian. Her sister, Robin Moses
Pollack, is well known in Atlanta’s arts and
philanthropic communities.
FRANCINE LOWE FALLS IN LOVE.
Atlanta’s greatest yenta, the lovely and
delightful Francine Lowe, travel agent and
matchmaker extraordinaire and organizer of
countless singles events, has finally found
the Love of Her Life, her BFF, her permanent soulmate. And there is an important
lesson here for all you singles out there.
Although she was convinced that her
hectic schedule precluded her having a
companion, all that changed the day a
friend decided to bring a rescued kitten to
her home for a “visit.”
“Of course, I knew that I could never
have a pet, since I am always traveling and
always away from home with all my activities, so I thought a ‘visit’ would be okay.
Well, needless to say, she crept into my
heart, and I am now the ‘mother’ of
Cupcake,” says Francine.
“I am telling you, she has changed my
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Restaurant, which, Don says, “has attracted
people from all over Atlanta, with all levels
of learning and observance.”

BY Reg
Regenstein
life. I would go out six nights a week, and
now I don’t mind being home since I have
Cupcake. I never realized what a difference
a pet can make.”
If you decide to adopt a pet, be sure to
get it from a shelter or rescue group.
Rescues make the best pets of all—they
seem to realize you have saved their lives,
and they reward you with a lifetime of loyalty and love.
JUDGE COHN’S NEW BOOK. Macon’s
distinguished and respected Judge Aaron
Cohn has just written a great new book,
Memoirs of a First Generation American,
which he discussed recently at the Marcus
Jewish Community Center of Atlanta. The
son of Jewish immigrants who fled the
Russian pogroms of the early 1900s, Aaron
Cohn grew up in a small, close-knit Jewish
neighborhood in Columbus. As his memoir
demonstrates, Judge Cohn is a true-life
example of the opportunities America offers
to all its citizens.
Judge Cohn is too modest to brag about
his accomplishments, but his lovely daughter Gail loves to talk about her dad. She says
that “he has excelled in every endeavor that
is important to him—his city, his community, his religious heritage, his university, his
state, and his country. He has received virtually every honor Columbus can give a citizen, every award that the juvenile justice
system and the state bar association can
grant.” His accolades are way too many to
enumerate here, but, for example, he has
been awarded the Distinguished Alumni
Award from the University of Georgia
School of Law and the Bill Hartman Award
from the UGA Athletic Department; been
recognized for his military service, fighting
in four European campaigns and being one
of the liberators of the Ebensee concentration camp; and has even had a building
named after him—the Aaron Cohn
Regional Youth Detention Center.
“The list is endless,” Gail says. “He is
considered one of Columbus’ most beloved
citizens and, at the age of 94, is the longestserving juvenile court judge in the country—since 1965. He is often described as a
legend and an icon in political, legal, and
UGA circles. But to me, he’s my dad, my
first dance partner, the person I love to talk
to and accompany to all UGA home football
games. It’s a joy to grow older with him.”

Gail Cohn and her dad,
Judge Aaron Cohn
ALAN JOEL’S NEW REAL ESTATE
FIRM. You could hardly miss the huge article in The Atlanta Business Chronicle on
real estate entrepreneur and broker, native
Atlantan, and Atlanta Commercial Board of
Realtors President Alan Joel. Alan has
teamed up with broker Dan Granot to form
Joel and Granot Commercial Real Estate.
Between them, they have 45 years of experience.
Being lean and mean, they plan to
“focus on the smaller, entrepreneurial companies—the backbone of any local real
estate market,” as the ABC puts it. They will
specialize in tenant representation, property
management, and investment and land
sales.
Both Alan and Dan have long records
of success, and we’re sure they will find lots
of opportunities in the tough real estate
market we’re in now.
THE NEW KEHILLA CONGREGATION.
As president of The Kehilla in Sandy
Springs, Don Memberg is working hard to
build Atlanta’s newest congregation.
The Kehilla used to be called Anshei
Chesed. “When we got a new rabbi, Karmi
David Ingber, a
new location, and
a new outlook, we
decided a name
change was necessary to bring
attention to our
mission to be ‘A
Place for all
Jews,’” said Don.
Rabbi
Ingber
Rabbi Karmi David has a particularly
Ingber
interesting background. He was
born in Brooklyn, the son of Holocaust survivors from Czechoslovakia. He spent 20
years in Israel, training with leading sages
and kabbalists and teaching advanced studies for rabbis. While in Israel, he met his
wife, also from New York; they now have
seven children. Rabbi Ingber a renowned,
dynamic lecturer; has a master’s degree in
counseling psychology; and is an experienced therapist and musician. While in
Israel, he joined the Diaspora Yeshiva Band
and later formed his own group, Remez,
with a former member of Lynyrd Skynyrd.
After a stint in Montreal, Canada, he served
as rabbi in an Orthodox synagogue in
Birmingham, Alabama.
Visit www.thekehilla.org for information on the congregation’s outreach to
young professionals, including the monthly
Kabbala & Cocktails at OU for U

FAVORITE
COMEDY
ACTRESS
ALYSON HANNIGAN. Atlanta native and
Hollywood star Alyson Hannigan, daughter
of Prudential Georgia realtor Emilie
Posner-Haas, had some tough competition
at CBS’ People’s Choice Awards, being up
against such heavyweights as Tina Fey and
Amy Poehler. But the combination of
Alyson’s talent and popularity and her mom
Emilie’s network of friends was unbeatable.
Alyson went on to take the Favorite TV
Comedy Actress Award for her role as sweet
Lily on “How I Met Your Mother.”

Alyson Hannigan
Alyson accepted her award by saying,
“I want to thank everybody who voted for
me, especially my mom, who I think got
carpal tunnel voting so many times.”
The ever-practical Emilie says, “There
are not too many shows, especially sitcoms,
that make it to 100 episodes....that means
she is now in rerun heaven and will receive
residuals forever.” Of course, having married our boyhood pal JoJo, now the
renowned urologist Dr. Joseph Haas,
Emilie, already a very successful realtor, is
not doing too badly herself.
LUNCHEON FOR MARTHA JO’S MODELS. This year’s Models’ Luncheon at the
InterContinental Buckhead was a huge success. Top fashion models from the 1960s,
‘70s, and ‘80s, along with fashion directors,
meet once a year for this event.

Irene Kent, wife of Sol Kent, who
was fashion director of Rich’s, with
Martha Jo Katz and Beth Ann
Taratoot
Martha Jo Katz, the hotel’s director of
social events, tells us exclusively that there
was a record crowd this year. Special this
year was a jewelry sale, which saw a portion of its proceeds going to the Murphy
See HAPPENING, page 4
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Happening
From page 3
Harpst Children’s Center in honor of Carey
Carter, owner of Carter Barnes Salons, who
used to do Martha Jo’s hair at fashion
shows. Martha Jo collected soup recipes
from the models and compiled the Souper
Model’s Recipe Collection, which all the
guests received.
And, as anyone who knows her can
attest, Martha Jo is just as gorgeous today
as when she was a top model back when.
JACKIE’S NEW SUSHI RESTAURANT.
When Jackie Fukuya Merkel’s family was
running Sushi Huku Japanese Restaurant, it
was a big favorite of our community.
Now, the family has sold Sushi Huku,
and Jackie has started her own wonderful
Japanese restaurant, Bishoku, in the
Parkside Shopping Center, 5920 Roswell
Road, in Sandy Springs. Many of her loyal
customers are enjoying Bishoku’s extensive
and novel menu, which is fresh, delicious,
and includes many unusual dishes that are
unique to Atlanta. Jackie will fix you almost
anything you want, if it is available. The
staff is superb and very anxious to make the
customer happy. We especially liked the
thinly sliced roots of mountain vegetables
marinated in sweet soy sesame.
One of Jackie’s big fans who knows
quality food, especially sushi, is Cathy
Selig, who had been going to Sushi Huku
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for 20 years. “When I first moved back
here, I was so happy to have a neighborhood sushi place. I had been eating sushi in
L.A. since 1980. The staff was always so
nice to my family, and Jackie and her dad
have always been there for us. They have
done many charity events at no charge and
did our wedding. Jackie told me that the
Jewish community has been their bedrock,
and I think that is because of their kindness
and the family feeling of their restaurant.”
Call 404-252-7998 for reservations.
DINNER AT THE WHITE HOUSE. One of
Atlanta’s most popular lunch spots, The
White House Restaurant, on Peachtree at
Mathieson in Buckhead, will be open for
dinner as soon as the weather warms up and
spring peeks its head in the door. Now
you’ll be able to enjoy the same great food
and service—some of the best SouthernGreek dishes you’ll ever sample—if you’re
tied up during the day.
Try it, and you’ll see why it has been
an Atlanta legend for over half a century
and why so many of the city’s movers and
shakers make it a point to see and be seen
there.
NEW PARADIES PARTNERSHIP. The
Paradies Shops has just announced a new
partnership with retailer Freeman Spogli &
Co. Family-run Paradies has been a leader
in the travel retail industry for more than
half a century and now operates over 500
stores in airports, hotels, and aquariums.
Established in 1960, Paradies has been
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named Best Airport Retailer for the past 14
consecutive years by Airport Revenue
News. Fortunately, the existing management team, led by its dynamic CEO Gregg
Paradies, will still manage and operate the
business, so it should continue to thrive and
prosper for another 50 years at least. For
more
info,
visit
www.theparadiesshops.com.
AMY SELIG BUYS ECLIPSE GYM.
Fitness experts Amy Selig and Jeff Toney
have purchased Buckhead’s famous Eclipse
gym and are making it an even greater place
to shape up. It is now offering exclusive
new classes and customized grocery store
tours.

is so unique and effective that it has developed a cult following among the gym’s
clientele.
Renowned Atlanta chef and restaurateur Tom Catherall has even added the
Eclipse cocktail to his HOME restaurant on
West Paces Ferry in Buckhead (part of the
Here to Serve Restaurants group).
Here’s the skinny, excuse the pun, on
this healthy cocktail: the ginger is reputed
to prevent headaches by fighting inflammation of blood vessels; the grapefruit increases fat burning; and the cinnamon can regulate blood sugar. No guarantees from us, but
it does sound intriguing. Exclusive to the
JG, straight from the talented and delightful
PR whiz Jill Lerner, founder of Jill Lerner
Communications, here’s the secret for the
elixir:
Eclipse Cocktail
vodka (preferably zero-carb soy vodka)
Freshly squeezed grapefruit juice
LaCroix sparkling water, orange or pamplemousse
Sprinkle of ginger

Jeff Toney & Amy Selig
Voted “One of the Top 15 Gyms in the
U.S.” by Harper’s Bazaar, Eclipse Private
Exercise is known for its breakthrough
approach to personal training and its beautiful state-of-the-art facility. It is a positive
place to generate dramatic results, while
introducing new classes and services exclusive to Atlanta.
The popular “Grocery Store Tours” are
led by Eclipse’s in-house dietician. After an
initial consultation, the dietician takes
clients to their favorite grocery stores,
where they are given a personalized shopping plan and instructions on proper food
selection and how to decipher labels.
Clients range from fitness fanatics to
retired athletes, new moms, and local
celebrities. For more information about
Eclipse, visit www.eclipse1on1.com.
WE’LL DRINK TO THAT. Eclipse’s Amy
and Jeff have devised a special cocktail that

THE STORY OF GEORGIA’S BOUNDARIES. History buffs will be glad to learn
of the publication of Dr. William J.
Morton’s new book, The Story of
G e o r g i a ’s
Boundaries:
A Meeting of
History and
Geography,
w h i c h
recounts how
our
state’s
lines “reflect
centuries of
wars, treaties,
political
maneuvering,
litigation,
h e r o i c
actions, and
even human error.”
To order the book, visit www.wjmortonmdjd.com/book, or call Dr. Morton at
404-405-4035.
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The Tasting
From page 1
“It has really become an event that people look forward to,” said Lara Balser, who
is chairing this year’s Tasting for the second
time with her husband, Michael. Nancy and
Eric Miller are their co-chairs. “It just keeps
getting bigger, and it’s continually changing.
We’re getting a lot of new and younger people.”
The chairs and their committee are trying to tap into more areas, such as Alpharetta
and other suburbs north of the city, said
Nancy Miller. Miller chaired the silent auction last year and is honored to be one of the
event chairs this year. “We were really
pleased with the way the auction turned out.
It’s always a great event, and we appreciate
everyone’s support of this wonderful cause.”
More restaurants come each year as
well. This year, Haven, Serpas, and Steel
will join Bistro Niko (Buckhead Life
Group’s new restaurant), as well as 103 West
and Nava, Here to Serve restaurants, Aria,
C&S Seafood and Oyster Bar, Hi-Life,
Paul’s, Fifth Group Restaurants’ Ecco and
South City Kitchen (Vinings), Rathbun’s,
Added Touch Catering, and the Grand Hyatt.
Wineries represented include Silver Oak,
Robert Mondavi, Duckhorn, Chalk Hill, and
many more. Other libations have come to be
included, too, as not everyone prefers wine.
“Over the years, we’ve evolved,” said
Mark Brown, the libations chair for the
event. Mark helped his parents, who own the
Wine Shop at Parkaire, start the event in
1999, before it was called The Tasting. He is
responsible for getting the wine distributors
involved. One year, vodka was added “to
change it up a bit.” Another year, beer was
featured. Scotch was added about five years
ago.
In addition to the food and wine, there
will be a photo gallery where guests will be
able to see how their support touches the
lives of the program’s beneficiaries.
The nonsectarian Z-H ILP serves individuals with developmental disabilities who
are 18 years and older—as well as their families and caregivers—so they can work, live,
and thrive in their communities as independently as possible. Program participants
receive training in money management,
cooking, cleaning, doing laundry, social
skills, and other areas. The program also
offers a range of support, from a few hours a
week of case management to full-time,
direct-care support in a client’s home 24
hours a day, seven days a week.
Because everything at The Tasting is
donated, including the room, every dollar
raised goes to serving these clients. Without
these proceeds, the range of services would
be much smaller.
“It is such a terrific cause,” said Eric
Miller. “But it isn’t only that; it’s a fantastic
event.”
Tickets for The Tasting, which starts at
7:00 p.m., are $75, or $50 for VIA
(Volunteers in Action, JF&CS’ young professional group for those who are 40 and
under). For more information, visit
www.thetasting.org.
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The Story of
“When we grew into the ballBefore there ever was a Tasting,
room, we knew the food expense
various people hosted small
was escalating to a point that help
fundraising dinners at their homes to
benefit
the
Zimmerman-Horowitz seven wineries serving several wines was needed. It was at this point that Jerry
each. The next year, other wineries that Horowitz and I decided we should invite
Independent Living Program (Z-H ILP).
new restaurants to participate,” Brown
Around spring 1999, a friend of the got wind of the event asked to come.
“As it got bigger, more and more of said. “One restaurant in particular credits
Horowitz family approached Joan Brown
our
distributors
wanted
to
be
involved,”
its success to being at The Tasting.”
to host one of the dinners at her home.
Brown stresses that the success of the
Brown and her husband, Don, own the
event is largely due to the Grand
Wine Shop at Parkaire. While he welHyatt’s generosity each year. Ruth
comed the idea of a dinner centered on
Benjamin, who took over as the generwine, he didn’t think it should be at their
al manager two years ago, loves carryhome, where they would be limited in the
ing on the tradition. She had met the
number of guests they could invite. As it
Horowitzes and their daughter,
turned out, he had just met the food-andMichelle, a participant in the program.
beverage director at the Grand Hyatt and
“They’re such wonderful people. You
suggested Joan call him about doing an
know, you go to the event and see all
event there instead. So she did, and he
the people who benefit, and it’s hard to
invited her in to meet with the general
say no,” Benjamin said.
manager at the time.
The Tasting is a great way to profile
Brown decided to ask her friend,
the hotel and get its name out to potenJanet Selig, to join her in the venture, and
tial clients, she added. Since it started
they met with the two managers and the
hosting the event, it has seen a rise in
executive chef. The Hyatt team was
business from bar/bat mitzvahs and
eager to put something together.
weddings. As long as the Hyatt is able
“We talked, and they said they’d
to handle it, she hopes to continue.
work something out and hold it in what
“It’s a big event for the hotel. All
was then the Cassis dining room,”
hands are on deck to make it happen,”
recalled Brown. She and Selig decided
she said. “It’s an exciting time for us. I
they would get their children to host it
love to see the other restaurants and
with them and invite their friends. “We
work with other staffs. It’s really a great
went down a list of everyone we knew
opportunity.”
who we thought liked wine and would
Grand Hyatt’s Tony Parkins and Doni
Food, wine, and all the fun aside,
enjoy an event like this.”
Lukman at the 2009 Tasting
what really makes The Tasting is the
Between them and people at JF&CS,
people who benefit the most—the parinvitations went to a few hundred people.
ticipants of the Z-H ILP. Recently, a
About 130 people came the first year. “We
Mark
said,
noting
that
it
now
is
one
of
the
woman approached Joan Brown at one of
were thrilled,” Brown said. The next year,
biggest events of its kind in the area. the schools her grandchildren attend to
more came, and more the following year.
In the early years, the event focused Eventually, as more wineries came on thank her for the event. The woman’s
much more on wine. Mark Brown, Joan board and as more people attended the daughter is in the program. “She said, ‘I
and Don’s son, contacted the distributors event, it grew too big for the dining room, don’t know what I would do if there
who supply the Wine Shop for advice and so the hotel moved it into part of the ball- weren’t a program like that for my daughasked them to participate. Food was show- room. But it kept growing, and, about five ter.’ To have someone stop you and say
cased only by the Hyatt and was matched years ago, it took over the entire ballroom, that to you—these are the things that make
to the wine at each station. That first year, at which time it was formally and aptly it worthwhile.”
only a few tables were set up, with six or named The Tasting.
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Tragedy moved Kohn to
educate community
If anyone knows about hate, it’s
Herbert Kohn. As a 12-year-old in Nazi
Germany in 1938, Kohn experienced the
tragedy of German Jewry firsthand. But
rather than focusing on hatred and revenge,
which might seem natural even 70 years
later, Kohn puts his energy into the learning—and teaching—opportunities that
come from his experience. His message—
when you see something wrong, don’t be a
bystander, but do something about it—is as
apropos in today’s society as it was in the
1930s and 1940s.
This message is behind Kohn’s deep
involvement in the community and especially with Jewish Family & Career
Services (JF&CS). Just recently, his hard
work and dedication to both culminated in
the news that he has been named a winner
of the 2010 11Alive Community Service
Award. Each year, 11Alive honors 11 outstanding local volunteers who have demonstrated selfless devotion for the betterment
of the community. 11Alive news anchors
Brenda Wood and Ted Hall host the live,
primetime telecast. Proceeds from this
year’s black-tie event, which will take
place April 20, will benefit Skyland Trail, a
local treatment center for adults with mental illness.
Much of Kohn’s volunteer work has
focused on Holocaust education, both in
Georgia and Germany. The words Kohn
likes to use the most are “love” and “tolerance.” Students who have heard him speak
are impressed by his emotion and ability to
connect with people.
“Every human being on this earth has
an obligation to try to make it a better
place,” he said. “I believe that’s what we’re
doing at JF&CS. That’s why I’m
involved.”
Kohn has devoted more than three
decades to JF&CS and other organizations,
including The Breman Jewish Heritage and
Holocaust Museum. He was the first president of the newly incorporated Jewish
Family Services, Inc., in 1982, and is the
only president to serve two separate terms.
His leadership and support have been a legendary force in the agency’s development.
In 1982, Kohn was instrumental in guiding
the agency from its status as a committee of
the Atlanta Jewish Federation to an independent community organization.
Currently, Kohn serves as an honorary
member on the board of directors for
JF&CS and is engaged in the agency’s
strategic planning process. He also serves
on the JF&CS Holocaust Survivors

Herbert Kohn
Advisory Committee. He co-chaired the
2008 commemoration of Kristallnacht,
which was organized by The Breman
Jewish Heritage and Holocaust Museum,
and co-sponsored by a half-dozen organizations, including JF&CS. This April, he
will be the featured speaker at the Yom
HaShoah commemoration at Greenwood
Cemetery. He also is engaged in many professional organizations.
With everything he does, Kohn’s passion remains with the generation that has so
much to learn from him. He speaks
between 35 and 40 times a year at schools,
as well as to a wide variety of groups
throughout the state.
Coming from diverse backgrounds and
environments, the students and teachers
who hear Kohn really respond to him.
Perhaps their comments best explain the
kind of person he is: “I’m glad you came to
share your story with us,” said one student
at Eastside High School in Covington.
“You have enriched my history on the
Holocaust and my life in total. Thank you.”
Added her teacher: “How can I express in
words how thankful I am for your visit? It
was one of the most meaningful days I’ve
spent as a teacher, and the students have
expressed how much of an impact you had
on them. We hope we don’t disappoint you
by not following through with the inspiration you have given us. We have vowed
that we will not be bystanders, but voices
for integrity.”
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Am Yisrael Chai!
From page 1
Sephardic Diaspora. This year, the focus is
on the rich, unique history of the Jews and
Jewish communities of Latin America.
Since the planning process for this
year’s event began last August, Jewish
community
members
representing
Argentina, Brazil, Venezuela, Colombia,
Panama, the Dominican Republic, Cuba,
Peru, Bolivia, Ecuador, and Mexico have
become involved.
The evening will begin with an opening ceremony in Congregation Beth
Tefillah’s Holocaust Living Memorial
Garden. It will continue indoors with
Consul General of Argentina Marcelo
Gerschenfeld’s address on the history of the
Jews of Argentina, a presentation by Tomas
Lefkovits on his family’s fateful journey
from Hungary to Venezuela, a performance
by the Atlanta Jewish Male Choir, high
school students Josh Belinky and Sarah
Loubser discussing their recent March of
the Living trip to Israel and Poland, dinner

Herman and Sofia Lustgarten and
children in Barranquilla, Colombia,
1951
featuring kosher tapas and grilled foods,
and book-signings and sales of Holocaust
memoirs by local artists.
Also this year, Am Yisrael Chai! has
partnered with The Epstein School to create
the Am Yisrael Chai! Family History
Project. After Epstein 7th-graders participated in a workshop led by Sarah Ghitis,
twelve students were selected to interview
first-generation Latin-American Jews living
in Atlanta and ask them about their family

Herman Lustgarten and his mother,
Hannah, in Opatof, Poland, in the
1920s
histories; the students then wrote about one
aspect of the family’s history and created an
accompanying poster/collage. An exhibition of the students’ projects will open at
Am Yisrael Chai! and remain on display at
Congregation Beth Tefillah through May
18.
Am Yisrael Chai! is the result of collaboration throughout the Atlanta Jewish
community.
Although
based
at
Congregation Beth Tefillah, it has participation from Or Hadash, Or VeShalom,
Ahavath Achim, B’nai Torah, and many
other congregations; The Epstein School;
The Breman Jewish Heritage and Holocaust
Museum; Hemshech and other Holocaust
agencies; and other groups and individuals.
This year, too, kosher Latin American food
will be provided by FuegoMundo of Sandy
Springs. The Am Yisrael Chai! project is
planned and coordinated by Leslie Rubin,
Andy Videlefsky, and David Feldman, with
active participation by people throughout

Epstein students talk with Shirley
Tauber about her family, which settled in the Dominican Republic.

Jeremy Shapiro (left) and Asher
Berman (right) interview Masha
Hleap-Hershkovitz (center) about
the history of her family, which
moved from Poland to Colombia.
Atlanta’s Jewish community.
Admission to Am Yisrael Chai! is free.
For more information, visit www.amyisraelchaiatlanta.org, or call Teddy Sable,
404-843-2464, ext.110.
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Yom HaShoah
From page 1
And, once again, the victims of the
Holocaust, the men, women, and children murdered by the Nazis in killing fields and death
camps across Europe during World War II, will
be memorialized. It’s a ritual that plays out
each spring on Yom HaShoah—this year, the
event will be on Sunday, April 11, at 10:30
a.m.—and in Atlanta the event has been
embraced by the entire Jewish community.
It wasn’t always that way.
Following World War II and the liberation
of the concentration camps, victims of the
Nazi’s death machine began rebuilding their
lives, many eventually making their way to
Atlanta.
There was a small, but strong survivor
community in the area by the late 1940s, a
bunch of “greeners,” Goldie Bertone says—
greenhorns new to America and all the gifts of
freedom to be discovered here.
Bertone, along with Karen Lansky Edlin,
will co-chair this year’s Yom HaShoah Service
of Remembrance, one of the largest such
events in the U.S., sponsored by Eternal LifeHemshech, an organization of Holocaust survivors, their descendants, and people dedicated
to commemorating the six million Jewish victims of the Holocaust; the Jewish Federation of
Greater Atlanta; and the Breman Jewish
Heritage and Holocaust Museum.
“Many survivors in those early years were
told not to think about what they had gone

The Urbachs, the family of Goldie
Solnick Bertone’s mother. In this
family, only one child, Bella (far left),
survived the Holocaust.

Memorial to the Six Million at Greenwood Cemetery
through,” Bertone says, “and to go on with
their new lives.”
And that’s exactly what they did.
They married, began families, found
work, and started businesses. They also came
together as a community. “It was like any
group of people who had gone through something together,” says Edlin. “They understood
one another.”
They shared their lives, helped one another through tough times, and enjoyed life. “On
Sundays, they got together,” Edlin remembers,
“and played cards. The men played poker, the
women played Kaluki.”
There were picnics and outings, shared
meals and friendship. There was also loneliness and a profound sense of loss.

“Many survivors were in shock,” Bertone
says. “Everyone was gone, and I kept asking
my parents when I was very young, ‘Why
don’t I have any grandparents...aunts or uncles
or cousins? Where is our family?’ And all my
parents would tell me is that a bad man named
Hitler took them all away.”
As the “greeners” took hold of their new
lives in Atlanta, they wanted to find a healthy
way to embrace their past and remember those
lost in the Holocaust. They came together as a
group and formed Eternal Life-Hemshech.
The organization’s first mission was to
create a permanent monument, a place where
survivors and their families could say Kaddish.
The project started off in one direction, a simple piece of marble stuck in the ground, then
veered off on an altogether different path when
Ben Hirsch, a young architect and survivor,
became part of the planning process.
The memorial, a harmonious blend of
chiseled stone and soaring torches, was dedicated in 1965 at Greenwood Cemetery, during
the first official Yom HaShoah service in the
city.
“Yom HaShoah was very sad and very
private,” Bertone says. Edlin agrees, adding
that for the survivors, “It was like they were
going to a funeral.”
For the next several years, the observance
was attended mostly by survivors and their
families. “Back then, people still weren’t talking much about the Holocaust,” Bertone says.
“It hadn’t yet become part of the public conversation.”
All that changed, at least in Atlanta, when
Edlin’s mother, Lola Borkowska Lansky,
reached out to the public. Lansky, who cofounded Eternal Life-Hemshech in 1964 and
led the campaign to build the Monument to the
Six Million, felt it was her duty to speak out for
those lost in the Holocaust.
So she talked to youth groups, Sunday
school classes, civic organizations, and public
schools. “It was a little unusual back then,”
Edlin says, “but my mother felt she had been
lucky to survive with other family members
and felt it important to talk for those who didn’t make it.”
In the late 1960s, Lansky also wanted to
encourage the larger Jewish community to
begin taking part in Yom HaShoah activities.
She sent a letter to the president of the Atlanta
Jewish Federation.

Karen Lansky Edlin’s family, 1947:
Lola Borkowska (Lansky) and the
members of her family who survived
the Holocaust. Pictured: (from left)
Lola; Helen Borkowska (Gerson);
Lola’s father, Michael Borkowsky;
and
Lola’s
brother,
Louis
Borkowsky (Borgh)
“The survivors of Nazism do not consider
these memorial services a private affair,” she
wrote, but services that should “be observed by
the entire Atlanta Jewish community.”
Abe Goldstein, the president of the
Federation, agreed, and the agency became a
co-sponsor of the annual event.
The decades have played out, and Yom
HaShoah at Greenwood has become a community event, drawing thousands of people over
the years—survivors and their families, members of the larger Jewish community, and gentiles.
There have been moments of sadness—in
the early 1970s, several bars of soap made of
human remains from the Nazi death camps
were buried inside the memorial—and
moments of joy—in 2008, the Memorial to the
Six Million was listed in the National Register
of Historic Places.
“The event today is not really different for
survivors,” Edlin says. “They still come to say
Kaddish, and it’s a really hard day for them.”
But there are now many more people
attending who don’t have a direct link to the
Holocaust, who come to remember a time
when the world went momentarily mad. They
remember those lost, the generations of Jews
who never were, the need for “good men” to
always be willing to step forward.
“When I look out at the people attending our event, I wonder sometimes why they
are here,” Edlin says. “And then I realize it
doesn’t matter, it’s just a good thing that
they have come.”
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Generations connected and beliefs reconsidered
On a recent Saturday morning, I experienced something resembling, I believe, an
epiphany. I say believe because I have
never experienced anything like that before,
and this was the first word that came to me.
It was not an apparition (I did not see anything), I don’t believe in mysticism, and I
certainly don’t believe in ghosts or spirits. I
don’t even believe in the Hereafter. For me,
when you’re gone, you’re gone. It was more
a feeling of connectivity, a feeling of mystifying closeness and comfort.
There I was, sitting in a Reform temple
in Atlanta, awaiting the reading of a portion
of the Torah by one of our beautiful Atlanta

BY Arnie
Silverman
grandkids, Julia. It was her bat mitzvah.
As she approached the podium, silence
pervaded the room as all prepared to listen.
In her sweet, gentle voice, Julia sang the
Hebrew verses, the difficult melodies of
ancient, desert times. Her enunciation
seemed perfect and her whole manner was

assured and confident. In all of my years
experiencing nervous, if not frightened,
Jewish children (including me and mine)
perform this ritual of maturity, I could not
recall anyone more assured than she.
And then it happened. It lasted but a
millisecond and settled over me like a
warm, comforting blanket. For that immeasurably short, gripping time, I felt the presence of generations—those who have
meant much to me and who shared the
genes of this young woman performing so
perfectly before me. I felt the presence of
my and Myrna’s folks, Lou and Rose and
Manny and Yetta; my grandfather, Philip;

my matriarch grandmother, Sarah; Myrna’s
sister, Ruth; and Stanley, my brother, seemingly hovering over me in approval and
appreciation. As tears welled in my eyes,
they were quickly gone, but the warmth and
peaceful comfort remained.
Now I know this sounds somewhat
ridiculous, but it happened. Maybe it was
just a subconscious wish that, at that magical millisecond, those great people could
see this pinnacle achievement they helped
wrought. Whatever, it was momentous and
memorable.
Who knows? Maybe I have the religion
thing all wrong.

any organ in the city. That, coupled with the
extraordinary acoustics of our sanctuary,
creates musical dimensions and colors that
are second to none. I can’t imagine our congregation without this historic instrument.
It’s part of the legacy that the current generation will pass along to the next.”
The organ and the music it produces
are intended to heighten the religious experience, not to be the experience in and of
itself. The organ’s components are cloistered from view, with its voice coming
from behind the aron kodesh and its sacred
scrolls. It becomes part of the totality of the
service.
The organ is part of the history of The
Temple, the first Jewish congregation
established in Atlanta. It is part of the past,
and there is a commitment that it will be
part of its future.
The 6th-grade curriculum at The
Temple’s religious school includes a section dealing with the study of American
Jewish history. As part of this course, the
students have studied the history of The
Temple’s organ, both as it applies to this
congregation as well as the American
scene. Rabbi Steven Rau, The Temple’s
director of Life Long Learning, said,
“Studying the history of the organ was
an emotional experience for all of the
6th- graders.”
As one of the students remarked about

the organ’s place in the congregation, “It
survived the bombing of our temple. It is
rusty because of old age.”
Now, with the appointment of Larry
Pike, Jackie Montag, and Jack Holland, all
former presidents of the congregation, to
head up an organ-restoration committee,
the leadership of The Temple is moving
forward on returning it to its former condition. Pike said, “By the High Holidays
of 2011, we hope to have a completely
rebuilt organ.”
Pike, Montag, Holland, and their
committee are committed to seeing that
the necessary funds will be raised to
assure that the temporary loss of voice
is properly treated. The organ has been
one of the elements of worship that has
made the religious experience at The
Temple special to its membership. It
will be once again.

Lift up your voice
The organ has the greatest variety of sounds
and pitches of any single musical instrument, and it is ideally suited to leading a
congregation in worship, whether it be in
majestic praise of God or in quiet contemplation of the divine. —Dr. Kimberly
Marshall
Those who have shared the worship
experience at The Temple in Atlanta can
attest to the above statement. When the
tones of its magnificent organ radiate from
the pipes, you feel as if the reverberations of
the deep, piercing waves are teleporting you
along with the musical supplications to a
higher level.
Unfortunately, time and usage have
taken their toll on this great instrument,
which is now in dire need of service and
repair. Without this attention, the voice of
the instrument is muted and stands in jeopardy of going silent.
The Pilcher organ, which was installed
in 1931 when the present structure was
built, was completely rebuilt in 1953. The
effort was under the supervision of Mr. G.

BY Evie
Wolfe
Donald Harrison, president and tone director of Aeolian-Skinner Organ Company, an
important American builder of many
notable pipe organs, and was overseen by
Mrs. Emilie Spivey, then the organist at The
Temple, and virtuoso Virgil Fox. With its
four keyboards, each consisting of 60 notes,
and 32 foot pedals, the organ was considered a unique instrument, and the tones it
produced were considered unique as well. It
was not uncommon for the Atlanta chapter
of the American Guild of Organists to meet
in The Temple sanctuary for its concerts.
As Cantor Deborah Numark remarked:
“The organ is part of our congregation’s history. It has the unique distinction of having
some of the sweetest and warmest sounds of

6th-grade religious school students view the organ as part of their course of study
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Cohen Home and Breman Home merger
creates community partnerships
Since The Cohen Home and The
William Breman Jewish Home merged
on August 1, 2009, efforts have been
underway to bring more resources from
the Jewish community into the facility to
benefit residents, families, and people
living in the vicinity.
In January, a Family Caregiver
Support Group began holding meetings
on the 2nd and 4th Tuesday of every
month at The Cohen Home. The program is done jointly with Aviv Older
Adult Services, a division of Jewish
Family & Career Services, and is available for families of Cohen Home residents and caregivers living in the community. The group provides a safe place
to share thoughts and feelings and also
helps caregivers develop a network of
support through an exchange of infor-

mation and experiences.
Plans are also underway to expand
the volunteer programs of The Auxiliary
of The William Breman Jewish Home to
the Cohen Home campus in Alpharetta.
The Auxiliary currently offers a wide
range of activities to residents of The
William Breman Jewish Home and Zaban
Tower in Buckhead. With over twelve
hundred members, The Auxiliary
enhances the lives of residents with programs such as challah and cookie baking,
manicures, special events, bingo night,
and friendly visitors. New volunteers will
be recruited to offer these and similar
programs at The Cohen Home.
For more information about The
Cohen Home, contact Melissa Hyatt,
R.N., executive director, at 770-4758787 or mhyatt@cohenhome.org.

Amy Brownstein supports
safe playground in Israel

4455 Roswell Road
Atlanta, Georgia 30342
404-255-4312
www.presstine.com

Children’s safety is an issue that is very
close to Amy Brownstein’s heart.
In 1977, the Atlanta resident’s five-yearold daughter, Heidi Kulbersh, was killed on
an unsafe playground in Tennessee.
Since then, Amy has made it her life’s
work to ensure that all children have safe
places to play by establishing the Heidi
Kulbersh Memorial Fund. The money raised
goes toward U.S.-based projects and has
benefited the Memphis Jewish community
for the past 30 years. In recent years, the
fund has turned its focus toward a national
safe playground initiative. After Hurricane
Katrina, Amy went to rebuild a playground
in Long Beach, Mississippi; she not only
gave funds but pitched in physically as well.
Amy travels to Israel twice a year to
visit one of her sons and his family.
Committed to Israel’s survival, she often volunteers on Army bases during her stays. She
sees this as a chance to protect the country
that her grandchildren call home.
“This is my time to make a contribution
to Israel,” she said.
On a recent trip to Israel in August 2009,
Amy participated in Jewish National Fund’s
(JNF) Weekly Departure Trip, which
includes a visit to the Sderot Indoor
Recreation Center.
“I have so much empathy for the situation there,” she said. “I was so moved to see
this terrific place where kids could play
freely and safely and just be kids again.”
The town of Sderot, which is on the border with Gaza, has been hardest hit over the
past eight years by Kassam rocket attacks.
The Sderot Indoor Recreation Center, built
by JNF in just 10 months, had its grand
opening a year ago and has brought a sense
of normalcy to the families in the region. The

Amy Brownstein
21,000 square foot, $5 million facility was
built in an old textile warehouse and retrofitted with 300 tons of steel. It features a soccer
field, rock-climbing wall, snack area, disco,
computer center, inflatable play structures,
and more. Play areas double as bomb shelters.
After visiting Sderot, Amy was so overcome that she wanted to make a donation.
She wrote to her son Adam, who oversees
Heidi’s fund, saying that she could think of
no better way of honoring Heidi than to
donate to this amazing place. They decided
to award $1,000 to the playground.
Amy will be returning to Israel in March
to visit her son. In the fall, she plans to bring
a group of family members who have never
been to Israel before and insists they visit the
playground as part of the itinerary.
Whether in Memphis, Tennessee; Long
Beach, Mississippi; Sderot, Israel; or any
other location, Amy strives to provide safe
places for children to play. Her efforts are
focused on “helping someone’s child be safe
and just be a kid.”
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Sisters are recipients of congregants’ affection
Volunteerism is a most high calling,
and sisters Esther Brenner and Alice
Bredosky could easily be preeminent
among those who volunteer for
Congregation Shearith Israel. After many
years, they still bring much energy and
enthusiasm to the many tasks they undertake for the synagogue and its members.
The sisters were raised in Rome,
Georgia, and came from a large family.
Alice recalls that their parents didn’t allow
them to date because there were no Jewish
boys their age in Rome. If there had been,
their parents would have been glad to see
them marry and move out of the house.
Alice and Esther worked in the family’s
bakery. They always worked because the
family didn’t send kids to college.
A few years after WW II ended, the
sisters left Rome for Atlanta. Alice found a
job selling children’s shoes at Rich’s
Department Store; despite her doubts about
whether she would last there, she retired
after 35 years with the store.
Esther came to Atlanta a year after her
sister and got a job as a bookkeeper. She
enrolled in night classes at Georgia State
College, working six days a week while
maintaining an academic record of straight
A’s. After ten years, she earned her degree
in accounting, graduating with a Phi Beta

hours a week in the CSI gift shop; however, they wanted to do more and begged the
CSI staff to give them more volunteer
work.
That led to many responsibilities,
some menial and others more involved.
The sisters stuffed envelopes and prepared
Kappa key. Esther was the first Jewish mailings. They emptied tzedakah boxes
woman and the third woman in Georgia to and rolled coins. They were notified whenever a project
pass the CPA
came up, and
exam. She
they quickly
became
a
responded.
partner with
They volunC
P
A
teered at the
Malcolm
synagogue
Brenner, and
almost daily,
they
later
even polishmarried.
ing silverAlice
ware and a
j o i n e d
pair of silver
Congregation
candlesticks
Shearith
that
had
Israel
in
belonged to
1959. By the
the rabbi’s
time Esther
grandmother.
joined
in
Their
1990, they Esther Brenner and Alice Bredosky displaying
work didn’t
were
both their medical alert pendants
go unrecogretired and
were recruited to volunteer for the congre- nized or unappreciated. They received
gation. They began by working several many awards from CSI, but the sisters say

BY Leon
Socol

Nibble & Noshfest debuts May 30-31
The first annual Nibble & Noshfest
will be hosted by Temple Kol Emeth
(TKE), 1415 Old Canton Road, Marietta,
May 30-31.

dren, craft vendors, and building tours.
Festival hours are 11:00 a.m.-7:00
p.m., Sunday, May 30, and 11:00 a.m.-6:00
p.m., Monday, May 31.
As part of the festival, there will
be a separately ticketed evening of
entertainment, headlined by comedian
Jerry Farber, May 30, 8:00 p.m., inside
the main building.

Temple Kol Emeth
This first-of-its-kind event for metro
Atlanta will feature samplings of Jewish
foods and beverages in a “taste of” atmosphere. In an entertaining, enlightening format, delicious food will be provided by
many of the area’s finest restaurants and
caterers. The festival will also include continuous entertainment, activities for chil-

Jerry Farber
The festival will take place in the
Temple Kol Emeth parking lot. Parking will
be available at Eastminster Church, directly
across the street.
For more information on festival tickets, tickets to the evening event, and more,
visit www.noshfest.com, or call Temple Kol
Emeth, 770-973-3533.

their biggest reward is being allowed to
volunteer.
Alice and Esther live near the synagogue in a neat, ranch-style home. They
have everything they need for a comfortable life, but recently, CSI congregants
Stanley and Susan Tenenbaum learned that
the sisters were becoming apprehensive
about home and personal security. The
Tenenbaums thought a medical alarm system would give them protection and peace
of mind.
The Tenenbaums e-mailed a group of
congregants, soliciting funds to pay for the
system. The response was overwhelming.
Barry Seidel and his daughter, Andrea
Slomka, went to the sisters’ home, installed
the system, and explained how to use it.
The sisters were most pleased with the gift,
but protested that they could have afforded
to do it themselves.
There are many seniors who are members of CSI. Most attend services regularly
and can be depended upon to volunteer
when needed. One of the oldest members is
Abbot Orentlicher, who is hale and active
despite his 95 years.
Congregation Shearith Israel may
be the only synagogue that can boast
having two sisters and an abbot among
its congregants!
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Yad L’Yad provides emergency assistance
The Yad L’Yad Interest Free Loan
Fund is the first Atlanta-wide Jewish
interest-free loan fund dedicated to providing emergency loans to individuals and
families. This new project helps meet
medical, dental, home repair, vocational,
and other critical needs. The loan fund
does not provide college loans.
Formed in September 2009, the fund
began solicitations in November. “We are
overwhelmed by the kindness and generosity of more than 35 metro Atlanta
families who have contributed over
$65,000 in such a short time, enabling us
to begin accepting applications March 1,
the day after Purim,” says Dr. Mort Barr,
fund chairman. “This is so amazingly
symbolic, as Purim is a celebration of
deliverance and a time for giving to the
needy of our community.”
Donations to the Yad L’Yad Interest
Free Loan Fund are unique, in that every
donation is a perpetual mitzvah—every
day, someone in need is benefiting from
each donation. It is the goal of the fund to
have a 99% repayment rate, so that an
individual donor’s mitzvah will be used
for charity over and over again. The fund
is committed to the biblical precept, “If
you lend money to My people, to the poor
among you, do not act toward them as a
creditor: Exact no interest from them.”

Loan officers Dr. Mort Barr, Lester Czuper, Laura Kahn Travis, Howard
Newman and Burt A. Sharf
(Exodus 22:24)
The Yad L’Yad Interest Free Loan
Fund is a division of Atlanta-based Yad
L’Yad Charity Fund, Inc., a non-profit
501(c)3 organization that offers shortterm assistance to local needy Jewish individuals and families. Other services provided by Yad L’Yad include kosher food

assistance and an emergency grant fund.
The fund, which is professionally
managed by volunteers with banking and
financial experience, is a member of the
International Association of Hebrew Free
Loans, a professional support organization
for over 50 such funds. The goal of these
funds is to promote the concept of gemilut

chesed—that is, to assist worthy persons
in becoming or remaining self-supporting,
self-respecting members of their community through interest-free loans. This millennia-old Jewish response to financial
need is most famously articulated by
Maimonides: “A loan is better than charity, because it helps one help oneself.”
To be eligible, applicants must be
Jewish, affiliated in some way with an
Atlanta synagogue (although synagogue
membership is not required), and at least
18 years of age, with the ability to repay
the loan (typically within 24 months)
according to a written repayment plan.
The initial maximum loan amount will be
$3,000. Once an application is completed, it is subject to review and discussion by the loan committee, which is
composed of metro-area volunteers.
All qualified applicants are then personally interviewed. The entire loan
application process is managed with
strict confidentiality.
Dr. Barr states that the loan fund
will be open to all Jews. “I am delighted that this loan fund may be able to be
a source of shalom and unity in our
Jewish community.”
For more information, contact Dr.
Barr at freeloan@yadlyad.com or 678466-7640.

Rosenberg and teammates
advance to HOSA Nationals
Davis Academy graduate Lindsey
Rosenberg made it to nationals for the
Centennial High School Heath Occupations
Students of America team. Along with
Sonova Balli, Katie Tolleson, and Madison
Seymour, Rosenberg, a junior, placed at the
State Leadership competition held in
Athens, Georgia, recently, where 2,000 students participated in 35 different health
care related topics. The students had to pass
a first-round computerized test in order to
qualify for State. The top 10 teams/individuals in each region progress to the statelevel competition.
HOSA is a national student organization endorsed by the U.S. Department of
Education and the Health Science
Education Division of ACTE. HOSA’s twofold mission is to promote career opportunities in the health care industry and to
enhance the delivery of quality health care
to all people. HOSA’s goal is to encourage
all health occupations instructors and students to join and be actively involved in the
HSE-HOSA Partnership
Since its inception in 1976, HOSA has
grown, reaching nearly 107,000 members
through 47 chartered HOSA State
Association and has more than 3,000 secondary and postsecondary/collegiate chapters. At the state competitions, the

Katie Tolleson, Lindsey Rosenberg,
Sonova Balli, and Madison Seymour
teams/individuals took a written test, and
then the top 10 progressed to the second
round, which involved going before a judging panel and answering an oral question.
This Centennial team of four competed in
the Creative Problem Solving category and
was presented with a problem to solve.
The Nationals will be held this summer in
Orlando.
In addition to being on the HOSA
team, Rosenberg is the starting point guard
on the varsity basketball team as well as
being one of the top long and triple jumpers
in Class AAAAA Region 6. She has made
honor roll in her first five semesters at
Centennial and was recently tapped to the
National Honor Society.
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Just one more resolution
Today is January 15, a mite late for making a New Year’s resolution, but I have never
made one that I kept anyhow. According to
some TV show, the most common resolutions
are to lose weight, join a spa, and get svelte.
Around mid-February, the spa membership
isn’t being used, exercises are no longer
being done, and we’re all back to eating calorie-laden goodies. You get the picture! Call it
“me too” on all of the above.
The other night, the maintenance folks at
my building, the Renaissance, asked us residents to turn off the water for the night so
they could repair some pipes. Well, you’d
have thought the world had come to an end,
what with all the grousing we did about having to fill jugs with water for brushing teeth,
flushing, and such. It was just from 9:00 p.m.
until daybreak, mind you—not what you’d
call a tragedy.
That same day, a friend of mine here at
the Renaissance attended the funeral of her
adult grandson. An old Chinese saying goes,
in effect, “Gray-haired people should never
have to bury dark-haired people.” In other
words, the old shouldn’t have to bury their
young. My friend is devastated over her family tragedy.
This week, the Haiti earthquake has been

BY Balfoura Friend
Levine
an unimaginable tragedy. One’s mind can
hardly fathom the unending stories and
scenes on TV and in the newspapers. It feels
like 9/11 all over again, only the numbers are
multiplied by thousands.
We must all realize the difference
between heartburn and heartache. Heartburn
is merely a bit of inconvenience, a tad annoying, and easily fixed with a Tums or two.
Heartache and tragedy are forever.
And this brings me to my New Year’s
resolution. I resolve to not make a big deal
out of nothing, not grouse over silly things
like turning off my water for one night.
(What would the poor people of Haiti give to
have fresh water anytime?) I mustn’t complain about anything while I enjoy my life,
with family and good friends, with good
food, hot or cold water as desired, and a
warm, clean home to call my own. I’m grateful for everything.
God Bless America.

Putting off ‘til tomorrow...
Some random thoughts:
• Did you know that Goldberg’s Bagel
Company & Deli owners, Howard and
Wayne, are opening their 6th location some
time in the fairly near future, in the Toco Hill
Shopping Center?
• Up in the Air with George Clooney was
very realistic and so sad to me. Does it
deserve six Academy awards? I don’t know,
but you will by the time you read this. I
repeat, very realistic.
• Susan Boyle, England’s superstar singer,
has her first CD out. I have so enjoyed her
singing. Michael Crawford, star of Phantom
of the Opera, has a wonderful CD that is no
longer being issued; however, Borders
ordered a used copy for me, and I’m so glad
to have it now.
• Even though I am retired, I stay completely
attuned to the markets and plan to continue to
do so. I love the excitement—well, ahem,
especially when the markets are up. I am
writing this article the first week in January,
and there is no way to tell what the situation
will be by March, when this issue comes out.
There is not even a way to tell what the market will close at today, but the trend is up, and
I hope it stays there.
• Found an old e-mail this morning that told
of a young woman who, years before she
became a grandmother, worried constantly
about wearing “Grandma shoes”—Big,

BY Marice
Katz
black, and heavy looking. When she finally
became a grandmother and was wearing very
stylish shoes, what sort of shoes were the
young girls wearing? That’s right—big,
black, and heavy looking.
Later....
It is now the end of January. I did not finish
this article the day I started it. Has anything
changed? Let’s see:
• Goldberg’s may have opened its newest deli
by now. Let’s ask Howard and Wayne.
• Did Up in the Air win best picture? All I
know is that I felt worse at the end of the film
than I did at the beginning, but maybe I was
supposed to feel that way, and maybe it does
deserve awards.
• As for the CDs, I still love them, but now I
am excited about the musical tribute celebrating the life of Dr. Sam Schatten in March
at the AA.
• Dang it. We’ve had a little setback in the
market recently. With any luck, it will be
short-lived.
• As for the last item—that, at least, stayed
the same.
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MISH MASH
By Erin O’Shinskey
OVARIAN CYCLE. The 7th annual
Ovarian Cycle kicked off March 3 at
Livingston Restaurant and Bar, inside the
Georgian Terrace Hotel. Training began
March 13 at Atlanta area gyms for the April
24 “Ride to Change the Future,” a six-hour,
100-virtual-mile ride on indoor cycling
equipment at the Midtown Athletic Club.
Ovarian Cycle was founded by fitness
expert Bethany Diamond in tribute to her
best friend, Debbie Flamm, who died of the
silent killer. Proceeds go to the Ovarian
Cancer Institute, Ovarian Cancer Research
Fund, and the Norma Livingston
Foundation. To register or contribute, visit
www.ovariancycle.org.

Bethany Diamond (3rd from left) and
company celebrate Ovarian Cycle’s
final 100-mile ride.
TWENTY-ONE YEARS. Temple Kehillat
Chaim honored Cantor Barbara Gay
Margulis, March 19-20, for 21 years of
service. After
e a r n i n g
degrees from
S t e t s o n
University and
the University
of Maryland,
she attended
Hebrew Union
CollegeJ e w i s h
Institute
of
Religion
Barbara Gay Margulis School
of
Sacred Music
and was invested as a cantor in 1985.
Cantor Margulis directed Atlanta’s Shalom
Chorale (2000-02) and conducted
Southeast Regional Biennial choirs for the
Union for Reform Judaism (2002, 2008)
and Women of Reform Judaism (2004). She
serves on the American Conference of
Cantors executive board, chairs the Joint
Cantorial Placement Commission, and is
co-chairing
the
2010
ACC/GTM
Convention.
BIG DAY. Nearly 500 families attended the
Young Leadership Council (YLC) of the
Jewish Federation of Greater Atlanta’s

(JFGA) Family Fun Day, January 24, at the
Selig Center. The event celebrated the first
birthday of YLC’s mascot, Ari the Lion.
Families enjoyed music, moonwalks, face
painting, the PJ Library zone, and more.
Attendees also donated non-perishable
kosher items for the food pantry. The event
was co-chaired by Jonathan and Andrea
Cooper, Josh and Felissa Covin, and Marc
and Amy Leftoff. The next two Family Fun
Days are May 23 and June 13. Visit
www.JewishAtlanta.org, for updates and
details.

HELPING CHILDREN READ. The Ferst
Foundation for Childhood Literacy (FFCL)
has created a seed-fund campaign to
increase funding resources for challenged
communities currently participating in the
state’s Imagination Library book distribution program and to complete the foundation’s expansion into every county in
Georgia. Dollar General is the first corporate sponsor to pledge $100,000 for the
statewide campaign. Robin Ferst established FFCL in 1999 to provide a new, ageappropriate, hardcover book to registered
children, every month, from birth until age
five—at no cost to the family and regardless of income.
TEAM KOSHER. The YLC of the JFGA
hosted its annual comedy night at The
Punchline, February 24, before a sold-out
crowd. The house was packed with 265
guests, who were entertained by Team
Kosher, the first Jewish improvisational
comedy troupe in Atlanta, as well as opening act Effie’s Club Follies. Team Kosher
members are Jon Barash, Steve Capps,
Jillian Fratkin, Lev Gartman, Josh
Plancher, Adam Rosenberg, Michael Sokol,
and Josh Warren. The event was chaired by
Sarah Friedman, Jonathan Ganz, and
Samantha Schoenbaum and produced by
Shellie Schmals.
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Carley Gaynes
Congregation Beth Shalom and a junior at
Pace Academy. She has been involved with
BBYO’s Southern Region for almost four
years.
FREE BOOKS. JFGA is now offering
enrollment in PJ Library, a free program
that promotes literacy and understanding
of Jewish traditions in children ages six
months to eight years. Participants receive
ten free books and one free CD, all ageappropriate, per year. Parents can enroll
multiple children and can register any
time
of
the
year
at
www.jewishatlanta.org/PJLibrary.
PJ
Library was created by the Harold
Grinspoon Foundation in Massachusetts. In
Atlanta, JFGA partners with The Marcus
Foundation to offer enrollment to local
families.

Ari the Lion celebrates with a family
(all Family Fun Day photos by Greg
Mooney)

Team Kosher

Shira Devorah gets into the Family
Fun Day spirit.

Youngsters challenge each other to
a friendly game of arcade basketball
at Family Fun Day.

HONORED TO SERVE. Carley Gaynes
has been elected international vice president of programming (S’ganit) for B’nai
B’rith Girls (BBG), the young women’s
division of B’nai B’rith Youth Organization
(BBYO). Her one-year term begins in July.
Gaynes was elected to the board of the leading worldwide pluralistic Jewish teen
movement in front of 730+ teen leaders at
BBYO’s
largest-ever
International
Convention, held in Dallas, Texas, in
February. Gaynes, the daughter of Shelley
and Bruce Gaynes, is a member of

On January 27, Wendy Lipshutz,
LMSW, program director of Shalom
Bayit, a programming service of
Jewish Family & Career Services,
and Marie Mitchell, Start Strong
Atlanta project director at the Jane
Fonda Center, spoke at the
Chamblee Public Library on the
topic of domestic violence. The program was presented by Mt. Scopus
Group of Greater Atlanta Hadassah.
Pictured: (from left) Wendy Lipshutz,
Melanie Doctor, and Marie Mitchell
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News from Breman Jewish Heritage and Holocaust Museum
NEW WEBSITE, NEW LOOK. What’s
clever and colorful and easy to navigate?
The Breman Jewish Heritage & Holocaust
Museum’s sparkly, new website, www.thebreman.org.
Washington, D.C.-based Free Range
Graphics, known for its ground-breaking
contributions to internet viral marketing
and interactive web design, worked with
the experts at The Breman to create the
new site.
“Free Range guided our team through
an exploration of The Breman’s goals and
internal assets,” says Ruth Einstein, the
museum’s special projects coordinator. “I
worked with them to bring our vision and
their expertise together.”
The museum’s Legacy Project is just
one of the beneficiaries of all the hard
work. A new web interface has been created to showcase the project, which documents the lives of Holocaust survivors who
settled in Atlanta.
Once upon a time, the Legacy
Project’s online exhibition was housed in
the Holocaust gallery at The Breman, “but
the hardware fell apart,” Einstein says. But
soon—hopefully by Yom HaShoah in early
April—the new site will offer anyone with
a computer easy access to video interviews
with survivors living in metro Atlanta, family photos, bios, and interactive maps, plus
details about World War II-era ghettos,
work camps, and concentration camps.
Another new bonus? The site provides
a searchable index of The Southern
Israelite, the Jewish community newspaper
that was published in Atlanta for decades.
It also provides a searchable database of
the Ida Pearle and Joseph Cuba Archives
and Genealogy Center, the largest repository of its type in the Southeast; its holdings
of personal and family papers and organizational records include diaries, scrapbooks and photos, audio and video recordings, and oral histories.
“We’ve tried to create a user-friendly
site that is easily navigated by both sophisticated researchers and average folks trying
to track down information about their families,” Einstein says. “I think everyone visiting our new website will be happy they
spent some time with us.”
SHINY AND NEW. If a stroll through The
Breman Museum’s updated gift shop
makes you think you’re in an upscale airport store, that’s understandable. After all,
it’s just gotten a fresh new look, thanks to
the Paradies Shops, one of the most recognized and acclaimed airport concessionaires in the country.
The Elinor Rosenberg Breman
Museum Shop, just inside the entrance of
the Selig Building of the Jewish Federation
of Greater Atlanta, is filled with books and
artwork, challah covers and kiddush cups,
jewelry, and Judaica. The space has been
completely redone and now is brighter, easier to navigate, and more accessible.
The updated look—and hard work—is
thanks to Jim Paradies, a longtime support-

er of The Breman and vice chairman of the
Paradies Shops. The company operates
more than 500 stores in over 70 airports
and hotels across the United States and
Canada, serving more than a half-billion
customers each year.
“I went to Jim and asked if he could
help us update our gift shop,” says Joyce
Shlesinger, who, along with Spring Asher,
is co-chair of The Breman’s development
committee. “He solved all our problems.”
The professionals at Paradies completely redesigned the space and provided
the workers and skilled laborers to update
and install new lighting fixtures and display counters.
“There’s just no way that non-profit
organizations could manage without the
cooperation and help of corporations like
Paradies,” says Shlesinger. “What they
provided is an incredible gift; they managed to transform the entire space.”
It’s a space that right now has a decidedly “Seussian” look about it, all part of a
marketing effort to highlight The Breman’s
current exhibit, “Dr. Seuss Goes to War …
& More.”
So along with all the tchotchkes one
expects to find in a gift shop, the space is
also filled with Seuss-themed markers,
books, pens, pads, lunch boxes, and dolls.
“Our shop has been magically
changed,” says Judi Ayal, director of visitor
services at The Breman. “We’re now providing a fun, exciting shopping experience
for everyone.”
Ayal says the shop is easy to spot.
“Just hang a right. When you spot the huge
cutout of The Cat in the Hat…you won’t be
sorry.”
SEUSS GALA HONORS BENEFACTORS. At first glance, it all seemed so normal—cold, a bit of snow and ice, and lots
of cars. However, the army of valets hustling about on this wintry February night
outside the Selig Building hinted at something special.
But it was the hats—zany and colorful,
standing tall, and spilling over—that tipped
off people entering the building that they
had seemingly stumbled into another
dimension.
Hundreds of people milled about in a
Seussian wonderland—a place of huge,
colorful trees twisting oddly in the center
of the room, zig-zags of color splashed
across the walls, and, well, those “Cat in
the Hat” hats.
Such was the opening-night gala for
“Dr. Seuss Goes to War…& More,” a
splendid evening that promoted the new
exhibit at The Breman Jewish Heritage &
Holocaust Museum and honored The
Breman’s benefactor, Elinor Angel
Rosenberg Breman.
Elinor was just inside the entrance,
welcoming friends and family who braved
the cold and ice outside to enjoy the warm,
festive celebration inside the Selig Center.
This unique fundraiser generated over
$350,000 for The Breman—a fact that was

proudly announced later in the evening by
Norman Zoller, president of The Breman’s
Board of Trustees.

Gala Honoree Elinor Breman
The Seussian motif was created by
Tony Conway, the owner and president of
A Legendary Event, a full-service specialevent company. “There’s no way we could
have pulled this off without the help of
Tony,” says Joyce Shlesinger. “He brought
his crew to The Breman and transformed
the whole place....he provided a very special gift.”

Ben Hirsch, architect of The
Breman’s Holocaust Gallery, enjoying the gala
interactive exhibits.
After an hour of mingling, it was time
for the show, “All’s Not Fair in Love and
War!” A huge American flag spilling across
the back wall of the stage set the mood, and
Elinor’s oldest son, Jerry Rosenberg, set
the tone, outlining the stages of his mother’s life and offering praise for her love and
devotion to family, friends—and The
Breman.

Gala
Co-chair
Spring Asher,
President of The Breman Board of
Directors Norman Zoller, and Gala
Co-chair Joyce Shlesinger
Before the night’s main event—a spirited “USO” show starring Jenny Levison
and the Souper Jenny Singers—many
patrons managed a quick look at the new
exhibit in the Schwartz Gallery.
For decades, readers throughout the
world have enjoyed the marvelous stories
and illustrations of Theodor Seuss Geisel—
Dr. Seuss. But few know of Geisel’s work
as a political cartoonist during World War
II. “Dr. Seuss Goes to War…& More” features some of the 400 editorial cartoons
Geisel created while working for the New
York newspaper PM. The “More” part of
the exhibit focuses on his zany artwork and
children’s books and offers a series of

Elinor Breman with sons Jerry,
John, and Philip Rosenberg
The Souper Jenny Singers transported
the audience back to the 1940s, dishing up
a jazzy, swinging, but melancholy remembrance of a difficult time, when the country came together to battle a common
enemy. Many of the songs were about loss,
longing, and sacrifice.
The evening of tribute was about love.
You could feel the warmth in the air, hovering about Elinor.
It was a night, she told the crowd with
her children and family at her side, she
will always recall as “the frosting” on her
beautiful cake of life.
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HappyPassover

Jewish Georgian
Georgian
Kosher Affairs: catering, wines and more for passover
By Roberta Scher

Kosher
Korner:
Preparing
for Passover
By Rabbi Reuven Stein
Passover, the Jewish holiday of freedom, is one of the only holidays primarily identified by its food. Passover is
called the Holiday of the Matzohs or the
Holiday of Unleavened Bread.
Throughout the ages, Jews all over the
world—even those who do not necessarily follow the dietary laws—have tried to
keep some of the laws for the duration of
the Passover holiday or at least at the
Seder.
Passover laws are from the Torah.
They require us to refrain from using
foods that contain any of the five
grains—wheat, rye, oats, spelt, and barley—unless they are processed into matzoh. Dishes, pots, pans, or equipment
that have come into contact with any of
these grains are not usable for Passover.
Be alert for caterers who advertise
Passover foods but have prepared them
on equipment unsuitable for Passover
use. Only caterers with rabbinic supervision can claim to have Passover foods.
There are also various customs that
forbid the use of legumes and other
foods, such as corn and rice, during the
Passover season. People should follow
the custom of their family.

PREPARED FOODS
The following companies are offering kosher-for-Passover prepared foods:
Bijan Catering
770-457-4578
bijancatering@yahoo.com
See KOSHER KORNER, page 27

For Atlantans, Passover 2010 (5770)
will likely be a delicious holiday, with
more kosher food choices than ever.
Along with an expanded and price-adjusted kosher-for-Passover selection at area
supermarkets, local catering and takeout
choices have increased.
Goldberg’s is now offering kosher
catering under AKC supervision at select
kosher-certified kitchens. Linda Baron of
Goldberg’s has graciously shared some
delicious Passover recipes.
Elegant Essen Catering will offer
classic and contemporary Passover dishes,
such as its chef’s specialty fried chicken,
farm-fresh grilled vegetables, and red
quinoa salad. For a complete Passover
menu, visit elegantessencatering.com
Some other resources include Kosher
Gourmet, offering a complete line of
ready-to-go Passover foods, and Return to
Eden, which is stocking a huge selection
of cheeses.
And then, from the BBQ pit of

Atlanta’s beloved kosher BBQ king,
Goodfriend’s Catering, come kosher-forPassover, pit-smoked brisket, chicken, or
turkey, slow-smoked beef ribs, and pulled
BBQ beef. More traditional specialties are
also available. Visit thegoodfriendcompany.com.
Griller’s Pride offers one of the best
glatt kosher meat and poultry selections in the country and one of the
largest in the Southeast.
According to owner Peter
Swerdlow, “We will be offering 1st-cut glatt kosher
briskets at $7.49/lb.—an
unprecedented value” in the
six years he’s been in the
business. (And mazel tov to
Grillers Pride, which, as of
this writing, is a finalist in
the “Flavor of Georgia 2010”
competition at the University of
Georgia; its kosher Italian
grilling sausage is in the finals in
the meat products category. The winners will be announced during a mid-

March ceremony, where the governor will
award the prizes. For more information,
visit www.grillerspride.com.
See KOSHER AFFAIRS, page 24

Albany has always treasured
its Jewish community
By Dr. Stuart Rockoff
Due to its location beside the Flint
River and amidst fertile cotton growing
land, Albany emerged as a regional commercial center in the mid-19th century. A
handful of Jewish immigrants were soon
attracted to the bustling seat of Doughtery
County in the 1840s.
Bavarian-born Marx Smith was
among the first. Smith, a general merchant,
achieved economic success rather quickly;
by 1860, his net worth was $12,000.
In 1854, four Jews, including Smith,
incorporated the United Hebrew Society of
Albany, which was founded for the express
purpose of purchasing land for a cemetery
and building a house of worship. By this
time, Albany Jews were worshipping
together at Smith’s home. In 1858, they
purchased land for a cemetery.
Despite this early growth, Albany

Jews did not officially form congregation
B’nai Israel until 1876, when an estimated
100 Jews lived in the
city. Sam Mayer was
elected president of
the fledgling congregation, which quickly
became a charter
member of the Union
of American Hebrew
Congregations. Thus,
from its founding,
B’nai Israel was a
Charles
Reform congregation.
One
of
the Wessolowsky
founders was Charles
Wessolowsky, who came to Albany from
Savannah with his wife, Johanna, and their
three children in 1869 and opened a grocery
store.
The
Prussian-born
See ALBANY, page 23

On Sunday, April 11, 2010, at 4:00 p.m.,
the Marcus Jewish Community Center of
Atlanta (MJCCA) and the Atlanta
Rabbinical Association (ARA) will
remember the victims of the Holocaust
with a Yom Hashoah, or Day of Holocaust
Remembrance, program entitled Ani
Ma’amin: A Community Yom HaShoah
Commemoration. The program will take
place at the MJCCA’s newly constructed
Besser Holocaust Memorial Garden, and
will include music, prayers, and the lighting of the torches. Additionally,
Holocaust survivor and memorial benefactor, Abe Besser, will share his story of
survival and hope. For information, call
678-812-4071.
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Albany
From page 21
Wessolowsky was a very gregarious and
popular fellow and won election to the
town’s Board of Alderman in 1870. In
1875, he was elected to the first of three
terms in the state legislature.
Wessolowsky also became a leader of
the local Jewish community. He convinced
other local Jews to form a Hebrew
Benevolent Society to help those in need,
and he founded the congregation’s religious
school with his wife. Wessolowsky was
active in both the Masons and B’nai B’rith,
which had been established in Albany in
1873.
Wessolowsky was more successful in
politics than in business and thus happily
left the retail trade behind when he agreed
to become the associate editor of the Jewish
South newspaper in 1877. The paper had
been founded by Rabbi E.B.M. Browne of
Atlanta. Wessolowsky spent four years with
the newspaper. He often traveled across the
South, selling newspaper subscriptions and
organizing local chapters of B’nai B’rith.
As early as 1871, the editor of Albany’s
local newspaper noted that “no people on
earth are more liberal in benevolent projects
or social enterprises” than Albany Jews.
Two of the most important of these civic
leaders were Samuel B. Brown and Joseph
Ehrlich.
Samuel B. Brown was born in Atlanta
in 1855 to German-Jewish parents. His
family moved to Albany in 1869. As a
young man, he worked
as a store clerk before
becoming a partner in
his
own
firm,
Greenfield
and
Brown. He later
owned a high-end
men’s clothing store.
According to a
history of Dougherty
County, Brown’s “rise
S.B. Brown
in the business world
was without interruption, and he finally
became the leading businessman of
Albany.” Brown was a big local booster,
helping to finance many local enterprises.
He founded several businesses in Albany,
including the Planters Oil Company, the
Flint River Brick Company, the Exchange
Bank, and the Albany National Bank; he
was the longtime president of both banks.
Brown was elected mayor in 1901 and 1902
and also served several terms on the Board
of Aldermen. When he died in 1922, the
local newspaper reported that “a wave of
sorrow swept over the splendid city he had
helped to build.”
Joseph Ehrlich came to the United
States from Prague in 1868. After spending
some years in Connecticut, he moved to
Albany in 1875, where he opened a clothing
store and tailoring business. In 1881,
Ehrlich opened a shoe-and-hat store, which
became a big success. Ehrlich was first
elected to the Albany Board of Aldermen in
1888; he went on to serve as an alderman

Rosenberg Brothers Store, built in
1925

Rabbi Edmund Landau (seated) with B’nai Israel’s confirmation class in 1900
for 33 years. He was also a longtime member of the local board of education and secretary of the local Masonic Lodge for 21
years.
Ehrlich and Brown were also leaders of
the local Jewish community. Brown served
as Beth Israel’s president from 1894 until
his death in 1922; Ehrlich took over the
office for the next sixteen years.
Perhaps because of the prominence of
men like Brown and Ehrlich, Jews enjoyed
tremendous acceptance in Albany. Jews
were welcomed into the local country club;
in fact, Brown served as its longtime president. Bertha Brown and Lily Hofmayer
both served as president of the Albany
Women’s Club, in which many other Jewish
women were active. Several other Albany
Jews served on the Board of Aldermen,
including E.H. Kalmon and Morris
Wessolowsky, Charles’ son.
Jews were also actively involved in
education in Albany. Henrietta Sterne, the
daughter of Marx and Caroline Smith,
founded a private school in 1877. She ran
the school, known as the A. Sterne Institute,
until she left Albany for Anniston,
Alabama, in 1888. The school continued
under the leadership of her sister-in-law
Pauline Sterne until it closed in 1917.
During its early years, B’nai Israel met
in the Mayer Building and later in the
Welch Building in downtown Albany. In
1882, the congregation built a small synagogue on the corner of Jefferson and Broad
streets. Fourteen years later, members built
a new, larger temple on the corner of
Jefferson and Oglethorpe. Many congregation members built houses in the area
around the synagogue in the early 20th century.
Despite its small size, the congregation
was first able to hire a rabbi in 1885. While
B’nai Israel’s first three rabbis stayed only
one year each, in 1889, F.W. Jesselson was
brought in to lead the congregation and
ended up staying for nine years. In 1898,
the congregation hired a 22-year-old graduate of the Hebrew Union College, Edmund
A. Landau, who would spend the next 47
years leading B’nai Israel. He married a

local girl, Rosa Geiger, who had been in his
first confirmation class.
Generally, it was the women who took
the lead in the Albany Jewish community’s
charitable efforts. In 1878, a group of thirteen Jewish women founded the Hebrew
Ladies Benevolent Society. Its goal was to
help those in need, regardless of religion.
The group furnished rooms at the local hospital and provided free lunches to poor
schoolchildren. For over a century, the
Hebrew Ladies Benevolent Society was the
charitable arm of the Albany Jewish community; it remains the oldest Jewish
women’s organization in Georgia. In 1895,
Albany women founded the Ladies’ Aid
Society, which later changed its name to the
Temple Sisterhood. The two women’s
organizations existed together for over a
century, with the Benevolent Society
focused on helping those outside of the congregation and the sisterhood supporting the
work of B’nai Israel. In 2006, the two
organizations, which largely had the same
membership, finally merged.
As in other Southern towns, most
Albany Jews were involved in retail trade.
Already by 1871, the city had 22 Jewishowned stores. During the late 19th century,
Jewish immigrants continued to settle in
Albany, seeking economic opportunity.
In 1892, Jacob Rosenberg moved to
Troy, Alabama, where he opened a store
with his brothers Abraham and Isaac. After
he met Annie Cohn during a visit to Albany
in 1895, Jacob persuaded his brothers to let
him open a branch store there. After marrying Annie, Jacob ran the Rosenberg
Brothers store in Albany for the next 42
years, until he died in 1938. In 1925, Jacob
built a new downtown store, which had
three stories and a basement, as well as two
elevators. Rosenberg Brothers became one
of the largest and most successful stores in
Southwest Georgia. When Jacob died,
every store in town closed for his funeral.
The business was carried on by Jacob’s son
Joseph and later by grandson Ralph
Rosenberg. In 1991, Rosenberg Brothers
finally closed due to increased competition
from discount chain stores.

Many of Albany’s Jewish-owned businesses were downtown, centered around
Broad Street. In 1930, Issac Minsk, New
York Bargain House, Rosenberg Brothers
Department Store, Prisant Brothers
Department Store, Louis Prisant Jewelers,
and J. Ehrlich Shoes and Hats were clustered together on just two blocks of Broad
Street.
These businesses were hard hit by the
tornado that devastated Albany on February
10, 1940. Since several business owners
lived close to their stores, many of their
homes were damaged as well. In a letter to
the editor of The Southern Israelite, Rabbi
Landau declared, “There is scarcely a member of the congregation who has not suffered.” The tornado also did serious damage
to B’nai Israel’s synagogue. Part of its north
wall was destroyed, the roof was damaged
beyond repair, and all of the windows were
blown out. According to the local newspaper, B’nai Israel suffered more damage than
any other house of worship in Albany. After
the congregation was displaced by the tornado, B’nai Israel ended up meeting regularly in the local Masonic Temple, while a
new synagogue was built on the same site
as the old one.

B’nai Israel’s synagogue was severely damaged by the tornado that
struck Albany’s downtown in 1940.
Albany was soon able to rebuild from
the tornado with the help of World War II,
which brought a lot of activity to the military bases in the area. With this wartime
bustle, Albany’s Jewish community continued to grow. The Jewish population went
from 290 in 1937 to 475 in 1960, before
peaking at 525 in 1968. B’nai Israel grew as
well, from 70 members in 1940 to 150 in
1962. The 1950s and ‘60s were the peak
years for the Albany Jewish community,
See ALBANY, page 37
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Kosher Affairs
From page 21
And for a post-Passover treat: Ali’s
Cookies has expanded and added gourmet
cupcakes as well as special order cakes,
along with a completely parve kitchen.
Advance notice is required for parve cookies and cakes.
NEW NEW NEW!
SODASTREAM IS BUBBLING. Many of
you “old timers” remember when seltzer
was delivered right to your door, perhaps in
the New York area or here in Atlanta by our
own Harry Baron. Well, you can once again
have the convenience of carbonated drinks
at home, easily and economically, with the
simple-to-use home soda system from
SodaStream. The SodaStream machine carbonates fresh water in reusable, BPA-free
plastic bottles, without the use of batteries
or electricity. The delicious syrups have no
corn syrup, and the diet versions are aspartame-free. And you can control the amount
of carbonation.
Simply fill a bottle with tap water,
secure the bottle onto machine, press the
carbonation button, and you’re all done.
Add one of the 30 soda mix flavors (OU
kosher certified) and shake. And yes, soda
lovers, they taste authentic and delicious!
The average cost is about 25 cents per
12-ounce serving. And, if you are simply a

fan of seltzer (or should we say sparkling
water), the cost is about 25 cents per liter.
By the way, the plain seltzer is kosher for
Passover.
In the opinion of many rabbinical
authorities, the SodaStream system may be
used on Shabbos—but, to be sure, consult
with your rabbi.
The system is available at Cook’s
Warehouse (cookswarehouse.com), which
has stores in Ansley Mall, Decatur, and
Brookhaven. By the way, if you haven’t visited Cook’s Warehouse, be advised that it is
a wonderland of kitchen gadgets, appliances, and cookware. For more information
or to order online, visit sodastreamusa.com.
KOLATIN IS GELLING. Finally, a kosher
gelatin product that really, truly gels—and

yes, it is kosher for Passover. Now, for the
first time, Kolatin Real Kosher Gelatin is
available in consumer-sized packages for
use in home cooking and baking. Most gelatin is derived from the collagen in animals’
skin and bones; manufacturers of kosher
gelatin use substitutes such as fishbone or seaweedbased
products.
Kolatin is the only
kosher gelatin in
the world that is of
100% glatt origin
and is certified OU
kosher, parve, and
kosher
for
Passover by the
Orthodox Union. It is a useful and essential
ingredient in the preparation of mousses,
custard gels, chiffons, and soufflés. If you
don’t see Kolatin in your supermarket, ask
for it, or order at www.kosher.com.
BOOKS FOR COOKS
It is rare that I find a “must-have”
Passover cookbook, since my Passover
menus seems to be somewhat repetitive
each year, with many family favorites. So,
why is this year different? I have had the
pleasure of reading and re-reading Pam
Reiss’s new book Passover, A Kosher
Collection, and I absolutely recommend it.
There are so many creative, unique, recipes
including some that I can’t wait to try, such
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as Miami ribs and pineapple turkey meatballs. Read more about the book at koshereye.com or at Pamreiss.com.
The Kitchen Dance is the little cookbook that could—a homey, friendly offering by husband-and-wife team (and cooking mavens) Elana Milstein and Rob
Yunich, packed with simple-to-make, easyto-follow recipes, doable in even the smallest of kitchens. The book offers tips for
stocking the kitchen, shopping, and entertaining in tight quarters. There are several
excellent kosher-for-Passover recipes as
well. For more information or to order, visit
thekitchendance.com.
—————
KOSHER AFFAIRS ON THE ROAD. On a
recent trip to Naples, Florida, we were
delighted to meet Shalom Dahan of Kosher
on Wheels (Kosheronwheelsflorida.com).
This entrepreneurial grocer drives his
“mobile market” to central Florida cities,
making kosher foods available to those who
can’t buy them locally. Shalom, a native
Israeli, has been doing this for three years
and makes regular stops in Tampa,
Sarasota, and Orlando; recently, he made
his first stop in Savannah, Georgia. He
offers groceries, meats, and poultry, and he
has a complete Passover selection. The
service is quite successful and appreciated
by his loyal customers. It certainly meets
with the approval of Rabbi Fishel Zapli of
Naples, who welcomed the trailer to the
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Chabad parking area.
TEA TIME. Yes, there really is a Bigelow
family. This popular tea company was
founded 65 years ago by Ruth Campbell
Bigelow and is directed today by son David
C. Bigelow and family. We will share more
about Bigelow products in an upcoming
column, but what you need to know now is
that Bigelow offers approximately 30 types
of kosher-for-Passover teas, both flavored
and plain. For the complete list, visit
www.bigelowtea.com/faqs/kosher/whichof-your-teas-are-kosher-for-passover.aspx.
Many supermarkets, including Kroger and
Publix, carry a nice selection of these teas,
or you can order from Bigelowtea.com.
Come visit www.Koshereye.com. Please
take a look, sign up for our newsletter, and
let us know what you think. Tweet with us at
twitter.com/koshereye and follow us on
Facebook.com/KosherEye.
This column is meant to provide the
reader with current trends and developments in the kosher marketplace and
lifestyle. Since standards of kashruth certification vary, check with the AKC or your
local kashruth authority to confirm reliability. If you are searching for a hard-to-find
kosher ingredient, need help with a kosher
substitution, or have a kosher food question, please contact us, and we will do our
best to find the answer. Also, we ask that
you share your discoveries with us and look
forward to hearing from you. E-mail
kosheraffairs@gmail.com.

Don’t Pass Over
these wines!
In the Jewish holiday cycle, the
Passover Seder provides a setting in
which wine is as important as the food,
or perhaps maybe even more so. What
wines will you drink for the four cups
this year? Here are some suggestions.
In my opinion, they are exceptional
within their category for Passover or
any occasion. All prices listed are
approximate.
DON ERNESTO WINES
Who would have ever guessed that
Don Ernesto is a kosher label—and that
the company from which it came is 30
years old? Not me! The name Don
Ernesto, its labels, and especially its
wines make me smile. Don Ernesto’s
mission says it all: “Good wine shouldn’t be complicated, it should be purely
about enjoyment: no attitude, no posturing, and no problems.”
So, who is Don Ernesto? None
other than Ernie Weir, winegrower and
owner of world renowned Hagafen

See KOSHER AFFAIRS page 31

Passover friendly recipes
Pineapple Turkey Meatballs
Adapted from Passover: A Kosher
Collection by Pam Reiss
Serves about 6
Sauce:
28-ounce can whole tomatoes with juice
20-ounce can pineapple chunks with juice
1/4 cup brown sugar
3 tablespoons tomato paste
2 large garlic cloves, crushed
2 teaspoons fresh ginger
Meatballs:
1 1/2 lbs. ground turkey
1 large egg
1 small onion, peeled and finely minced
1 teaspoon fresh ginger
1 garlic clove, crushed
1 teaspoon salt
1/4 teaspoon pepper
1/2 cup matzo meal
2 tablespoons cold water
Puree tomatoes with immersion
blender; add other sauce ingredients.
Combine all meatball ingredients.
Preheat oven to 350 degrees.
Ladle some sauce into an oven-safe
baking dish. Form meatball mixture into
walnut-sized balls (approximately 24).
Place a layer of meatballs in dish and
cover with sauce. Continue layering until
all meatballs are used and covered with
sauce.
Cover dish, and bake about 1 1/2
hours. May be chilled and reheated just
before serving.
——Black Currant Miami Ribs
Adapted from Passover: A Kosher
Collection by Pam Reiss
Serves about 4

place in the oven. Bake for half an hour.
Remove from the oven, pour off all the
excess fat and liquid, and set the ribs
aside.
In a pot or Dutch oven, heat the olive
oil over medium heat. Add the onion, and
sauté until wilted, 3–4 minutes. Add the
garlic, paprika, and tomato paste and cook
for another minute, stirring. Add the stock
and jam, stir everything together, and
bring to a simmer.
Gently toss the ribs in the sauce, coating completely. Place pot in oven. Bake
uncovered for about 45 minutes.
Serve immediately, or chill and reheat when ready.
——Slow Cooker Garlic Chicken
Adapted from The Kitchen Dance by
Elana Milstein and Rob Yunich
Serves 4-6
2 tablespoons extra virgin olive oil
1 1/2 lbs. red potatoes, quartered
1 large onion, sliced
6 garlic cloves, minced
1 lb. cut up chicken
1 stick unsalted parve margarine, softened
2 tablespoons dried rosemary
1 tablespoon dried thyme
Layer potatoes, garlic, and half of the
onions in slow cooker.
Mix margarine, minced garlic, and
herbs to form a paste. Rub on chicken.
Place chicken in slow cooker, and top
with remaining onions. Cook on low, 6-8
hours, basting if possible.
——Gefilte Fish Salad
Recipe courtesy of Linda Baron
This is perfect for leftovers.

Miami ribs are beef short ribs that are cut
into 1/4-inch thick strips.
1 tablespoon sweet paprika
2 lbs. Miami ribs
salt and pepper
2 tablespoons olive oil
5 oz. yellow onion, peeled and finely
chopped (1 small)
2 large garlic cloves, crushed
2 tablespoons tomato paste
2 cups chicken stock
1/2 cup black currant jam
Preheat oven to 350 degrees.
Line a baking pan with aluminum
foil. Cut the ribs into pieces (between
each bone), season both sides of each
piece generously with salt and pepper, and
lay the pieces on the foil. (They can overlap.) Cover the pan tightly with foil, and

6 pieces gefilte fish
3 hard-boiled eggs
2 ribs chopped celery
1/2 diced purple onion (optional)
1/4 cup Thousand Island dressing
Cut each fish into quarters; rough
chop eggs. Put fish and eggs in a bowl,
and add celery and onions. Gently toss
with dressing, and serve over lettuce.
——Spinach, Potato & Cheese Kugel
Recipe courtesy of Linda Baron
Serves 6
16-ounce package chopped frozen
spinach, thawed and squeezed of excess
water

3 green onions, chopped
3 eggs
6-ounce package potato pancake mix
3/4 cup sour cream
2 cups water
1 pound cottage cheese
2 tablespoons butter or margarine
Sauté green onions in butter until
soft. Add spinach. Let cool.
In a bowl, combine eggs, water, and
potato pancake mix; let stand until thick.
Add spinach, cottage cheese, and sour
cream.
Pour mixture into a greased baking
dish. Bake in 350-degree oven for one
hour or until nicely browned. This is great
as a side dish with salmon or as an entree
with a salad.
——Forgotten Cookies
Makes approximately 3 dozen
Due to the fact that several readers have
“forgotten” where they put this recipe,
which originally appeared in the 2006
pre-Passover “Kosher Affairs” column,
we are reprinting it. These Scher family
favorites are delicious and very easy to
prepare.
2 egg whites
3/4 cup sugar
1 teaspoon vanilla
1/4 teaspoon salt
1 cup chopped pecans
1 cup chocolate chips
Preheat oven to 350 degrees. Line
two cookie sheets with foil or parchment.
With electric mixer, beat egg whites
until peaks begin to form. Add sugar
slowly. Add vanilla and salt. Beat until
everything is very stiff and very shiny.
With fork, gently fold in pecans and
chocolate chips. Drop by the teaspoonful
onto the prepared cookie sheets and place
in pre-heated oven. Immediately turn off
the oven and forget the cookies until the
next morning.
——PASSOVER SUBSTITUTIONS. The
Internet is a great resource for converting
everyday recipes to Passover friendly
recipes. The Parve Baker (www.theparvebaker.com/?page_id=221) has a page that
I have found helpful.
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MJCCA NEWS
THE BBYO CONVENTION THAT
ALMOST WASN’T. At 5:00 p.m., Friday,
January 29, with a winter storm closing in
on North Georgia and Metro Atlanta,
Marcus Jewish Community Center of
Atlanta leadership made a fateful decision:
to move the long-anticipated BBYO Atlanta
Council Winter Convention from Camp
Ramah Darom, located high in the North
Georgia Mountains, to Zaban Park in
Dunwoody.
It had already begun to snow up north,
with four or more inches predicted, and the
MJCCA feared that driving conditions
would become treacherous. Out of concern
for the welfare and safety of more than 120
BBYO teens, staff, and volunteers, the convention set up shop at the MJCCA. Teen
leadership and MJCCA staff reacted swiftly
to the last-minute change of venue, moving
program locations, planning and shopping
for a weekend worth of meals, setting up
alternative sleeping arrangements, and
bringing in additional security for the weekend event.
According to BBYO Program Director
Samantha Walsh, “Our teens took what
could have been a difficult situation and
turned it into one of the most positive experiences in recent memory. The excitement,
energy, and leadership they demonstrated
were incredible. It was the general consensus that this 11th-hour challenge brought
everyone together, working as a team, to
create a magical weekend that far exceeded
anyone’s expectations.”
The convention, which experienced
100% participation, was rich with activity
and meaning.
As part of the traditional senior programming, 18 seniors presented their “Life
of BBYO.”
International motivational speaker and
health educator Scott Fried joined the group
for two inspirational sessions on Saturday
afternoon and Sunday morning. Scott’s
incredible story of living with HIV touched
every single teen in attendance and was, for
many, the highlight of the weekend.
Saturday evening, the teens participated in an educational fundraising event,
“Stand Up All Night.” “Stand Up” is
BBYO’s campaign to involve teens in community service, social action, and giving.
Through raffles and T-shirt sales, Atlanta
Council BBYO raised more than $1,000.
Throughout the evening, aid for Haiti and
organizations for children in need (Invisible
Children of Africa and The Girl Effect)
were highlighted.
Outgoing (2009) AZA and BBG
Presidents Ryan Jones and Hannah Bock
gave the State of the Atlanta Council
Address on Saturday evening. Incoming
(2010) Presidents Brian Meyer and Marisa
Ahlzadeh led the installations of Atlanta
Council’s 82nd AZA Executive Board and
62nd BBG Executive Board on Sunday
morning in the Morris & Rae Frank

Theatre.
On Sunday morning, as the convention
drew to a close, Atlanta Council BBYO
members stood arm-in-arm, singing the
magical Hebrew song “Hine ma’tov
u’maniyam.” For a group of Jewish teens,
the translation had a particularly special
meaning: “How good and pleasant it is
when brothers dwell together in unity.”

Byachad Chapter gets ready for
Joint Council business meeting:
(from left) Amy Feinberg, Carly
Aronin, Paige Lincenberg, Renee
Lewis, Elli Bock, Sara Diamond, Allie
Teilhaber, Claire Warshauer, Haley
Longo, Arielle Nooromid, Emily
Diamond, and Rachel Hirsch (All
BBYO photos by Mark Feinberg)

Nicole Gillman (from left), Nikki
Cohen, Shana Rosenberg, Jamie
Austin, and Erica Peretz decorate
coloring book covers for the
Invisible Children of Africa:

The Scott Fried Fan Club: (from left)
Sara Diamond, Jackie Prager, Renee
Lewis, Claire Warshauer, Scott Fried,
Allie Teilhaber, Adriane Mirakhor,
Hadar Ben-Simon, Ashley Matatiaho,
Regina Broda, Arielle Nooromid, and
Sarah Zell

ARTISTS DEPICT LIFE IN RUSSIA.
“Russian Tea Party,” an exhibition of paintings by Alexander Kanchik and Vladislav
Shereshevsky, will be on display in the
MJCCA’s Fine Family Art Gallery, through
April 15.

2009 (61st) BBG Council Board:
(from left) Stephanie Ackerstein,
Jessie Lourie, Carley Gaynes, Skye
Estroff, Marisa Ahlzadeh, and
Hannah Bock

2010 (62nd) BBG Council Board:
(from left) Carlie Austin, Jaime
Austin, Melissa Sopher, Nikki Cohen,
Amy Feinberg, and and Marisa
Ahlzadeh

The Clockseller
Kanchik

by

Alexander

living an openly Jewish life in Kiev. He is
active in a synagogue program that helps
the elderly and often holds gallery parties to
benefit charity. Shereshevsky is known as
one of the most unpredictable artists of
Ukrainian painting. A master of many
styles, his work is often warm and humorous.
Shereshevsky
studied
at
the
Republican Art School and the Kiev State
Arts Institute. Selected solo exhibitions
include the National Bank of Ukraine,
Gallery Irena, and the Municipal Gallery of
Munich, Germany. He has participated in
many group exhibitions, including “10
years of Chernobyl Nuclear Power Station
Catastrophe,” and he has completed a commission for the United Nations in Geneva,
Switzerland. Shereshevsky’s work is in
numerous collections in the United States,
Israel, Greece, Sweden, Italy, Poland,
Germany, and Ukraine.
Alexander Kanchik’s works are most
reminiscent of the Baroque style, notable
for its mystical, rich texture and exaggerated lighting. This exhibition combines nostalgia and whimsy, with familiar images
awash in color and humor.
Kanchik, a leading artist of classic
modernism, was born in Kishinev,
Moldavia. He studied at the Samokish
Crimean Academy for Art and earned a
master of arts degree in painting at
Leningrad’s Academy of Theatre and
Cinematography. In 1990, Kanchik immigrated to Israel; he lived in the United
States for several years, but has now
returned to live and work in Israel.
Curator Rudy Anapol says, “There was
a time when precious books were bound by
hand (The Bookbinder/Shereshevsky),
when clothes were truly tailor-made (The
Schneider/Shereshevsky) and every timepiece
was
hand
crafted
(The
Clockseller/Kanchik). It is important to
remember where we came from.”
The Fine Family Art Gallery hours are
Tuesday-Thursday, 1:00-9:00 p.m., and
Sunday, 1:00-6:00 p.m. Admission is free.
All works in this exhibition are available for purchase. For more information,
contact Emily Stemer at 678-812-3982 or
emily.stemer@atlantajc.org
or
Kim
Goodfriend at 678-812- 4071 or kim.goodfriend@atlantajcc.org.
GET DOWN WITH HABIMA. Jerry’s
Habima Theatre, Georgia’s only theatrical
company directed and produced by professionals and featuring actors with developmental disabilities, will present Disco
Inferno, March 24-28, at the MJCCA’s
Morris & Rae Frank Theatre, 5342 Tilly
Mill Road, Dunwoody.

For this exhibition, Vladislav
Shereshevsky presents works that are meant
to bring the viewer back to early 20th-century Russia and to a Jewish community that
is long gone. This is a world he knew only
from photos and his parents’ and grandparents’ stories. Now nearly 50 years old,
Shereshevsky is one of a very few artists
See MJCCA, page 28
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Kosher Korner
From page 21
For All Occasions (Bagel Break)
770-565-8710
bbreak.donna@gmail.com
www.foralloccasionsandmore.com
Elegant Essen
770-451-3065
elegantessencateringinc@gmail.com
www.elegantessencatering.com
The Goodfriend Catering Company
678-222-3719
info@thegoodfriendcompany.com
The Kosher Gourmet
404-636-1114
sgilmer@kgatl.com
www.kgatl.com
MEDICINES
Any non-chewable pill medication
may be taken on Passover. Vitamins and
food supplements do not necessarily fall
into this category; consult your rabbi for
guidance.
Passover medication guides have lists
of acceptable medications. Liquid and
chewable medications that may contain
chometz should be used only under the
direction of a doctor and rabbi, who will
judge the severity of the illness, the likeli-
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hood that the medicine contains chometz,
and the possibility of substituting a nonchewable pill. Do not discontinue use of
any medicine without consulting your doctor and rabbi.
Liquid and chewable medications that
contain kitniyos may be consumed by
someone who is ill. An otherwise healthy
person who would like to consume a liquid
or chewable medicine to relieve minor discomfort should do so only if the product is
known to be free of kitniyos.
COSMETICS AND TOILETRIES
All types of body soap, shampoo,
deodorant, blush, cream, eyeliner, eye shadow, foot and face powder, hand lotion, mascara, nail polish, and ointment may be used,
regardless of their ingredients.
Colognes, perfumes, hairspray, shaving lotions, and deodorants that have denatured alcohol (listed as SD, SDA, SD29C,
SD40, SD alcohol, alcohol, denatured alcohol, or ethyl alcohol) should not be used.
This applies only to products in a pure liquid state.
Lipstick, toothpaste, and mouthwash
that contain chometz should not be used.
PET FOOD
During Passover, one cannot eat, benefit from, or own leavened products.
Therefore, one should make sure that the
pet foods used on Passover are chometzfree. Do not use pet food containing wheat,
barley, oats, pasta, rye, or brewer’s dried

yeast. Any questionable ingredient should
be reviewed by a competent rabbinic
authority. Pet food should be purchased
before Passover. This is because, if there is
a small amount of chometz before Passover,
it may be possible to apply the concept of
“bitul” (insignificance). On Passover even a
crumb would be forbidden. (Pet food containing milk and meat is forbidden yearround.)
PASSOVER ALERTS
Egg matzoh should not be eaten on
Passover, except by sick and elderly people
who cannot digest regular matzoh. (Please
note even the sick and elderly cannot fulfill
their obligation at the Seder with egg matzoh.)
Many people use romaine lettuce for
the mitzvah of maror (bitter herbs). Some
insects that are forbidden to be eaten may
blend into the green leaves. One should use
only the stalks or check the leaves very
thoroughly.
Even though some produce may have a
wax coating, AKC policy is that it can be
used without peeling.
Double-check labels. Many brands
have similar-looking products for Passover
and year-round use; these products can get
mixed up on the shelves.
Potato vodka may contain grain and
may not be kosher for Passover. Carmel
vodka with an OU-P is kosher for Passover.
After Passover, one may not eat
chometz that was in the possession of a Jew
who did not sell it according to Jewish Law.
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The following items cannot be kashered for
Passover:
Bread machine
China
CorningWare
Slow cooker
George Foreman Grill
Grater
Knives with plastic handles
Melamine (Melmac, etc.) and other plastic
dishes
Nonstick cookware (Teflon, SilverStone,
etc.)
Pasta maker
Plastic utensils
Porcelain
Porcelain enamel pots
Pyrex
Sandwich maker
Stoneware
Synthetic rubber
Toaster oven
Waffle iron
For updated Kashruth information,
visit
kosheratlanta.org,
crcweb.org,
kashrut.com, ou.org, kosherquest.org, or
star-k.org. You can also call 404-634-4063
with your kashruth questions.
SAVE THE DATE. Kosher Day at Turner
Field is Sunday, May 30. Details to follow.
Rabbi Reuven Stein is director of supervision for the Atlanta Kashruth Commission,
a non-profit organization dedicated to promoting kashruth through education,
research, and supervision.
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MJCCA
From page 26
Disco Inferno is a romp through the
1970s that features a hilarious script, fantastic characters, and an electrifying score.
Like a cross between Saturday Night Fever
and Damn Yankees, it tells the story of
Faust in an explosion of hit songs from the
era of bellbottoms, disco balls, and platform shoes. Popular songs include “Disco
Inferno,” “Celebration,” “Crocodile Rock,”
“Hot Stuff,” “Instant Replay,” “Pop
Muzik,” “I Love the Nightlife,” “I Will
Survive,” and more.
Jerry’s Habima Theatre is now in its
17th season. Lois Blonder, benefactor of
the theater in loving memory of her husband, Jerry Blonder, explains, “It still
thrills me to see
these
special
shows sell out
night after night.
This is a program
that has improved
the quality of life
for so many—
from the dedicated actors to the
audiences taking
in the enormous
charm of these
performances.”
The company operates under the auspices of the MJCCA’s Blonder Family
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Department
for
Developmental
Disabilities. Each year, together with local
professional actors from the community,
performers ages 18 and older present a fullscale adaptation of a musical theatrical production. This year, Jerry’s Habima Theatre
is co-chaired by Lowell Fine and Robert
and Leslie Rothberg.
Participants in this special theater
company achieve new levels of self-confidence, motivation, and socialization from
the intensive three-month process of
rehearsals and performances. This unique
program provides a wonderful opportunity
for developing new skills through a meaningful theater experience. Over the years,
the number of people involved in the productions has expanded, and the audience
has grown from family and friends of the
actors to include the broader community.
Disco Inferno performances are March
24-25 at 7:30 p.m.; March 27 at 8:30 p.m.;
and March 28 at 1:00 p.m. and 5:00 p.m.
General admission is $32; $15 for children 12 and under. Tickets for MJCCA
members are $22; $10 for children 12 and
under. Senior discounts are available. To
purchase tickets, call the MJCCA’s Box
Office at 678-812-4002.
WEIGHTY AND LIGHTHEARTED.
On March 13, Jeff Garlin, star of HBO’s
Emmy-nominated
“Curb
Your
Enthusiasm,” in which he plays the part of
Larry David’s cheerful manager, appeared
at the MJCCA in conversation with 92.9

Dave FM’s Jimmy Baron. As part of the
program presented by A
Page from the
Book Festival
of the MJCCA,
Garlin
discussed
his
book
My
Footprint:
Carrying the
Weight of the
World, which
chronicles his
yearlong journey to reduce
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both his physical footprint (by losing 75
pounds) and his carbon footprint (by going
green). Using his natural storytelling ability, Garlin has documented his dual quest
and created a hilarious memoir.
Jimmy Baron is a morning radio show
personality on 92.9 Dave FM. He also
acted in several TV shows and movies from
1980 to 1985. Films include Risky
Business, The Sure Thing, and Heart Like a
Wheel. Television work includes “Facts Of
Life,” “Quincy,” “Hart to Hart,” and
“M*A*S*H.” He has recently had some
success in Hollywood, selling two TV projects that are currently in development,
one to CBS and one to Endemol USA.

Thought You’d Like to Know
By Jonathan Barach
MORE THAN MATZOH. On March 21, the
Marcus Jewish Community Center of Atlanta
(MJCCA) will present its first-ever “More
Than Matzoh” Passover program. A variety of
exciting, fun, and thought-provoking programs
will be offered throughout the day at Zaban
Park, 5342 Tilly Mill Road, Dunwoody.
Among the numerous offerings are a family
chocolate Seder, family Passover sing-along,
on-site Passover dinner preparation, adult
Passover workshops, and more. Program times
vary, and spaces are limited. Some events have
an admission fee; others are free of charge.
Visit www.atlantajcc.org for a complete schedule.
COMMUNITY CAMPAIGN MARCH MADNESS. Help make Community Campaign
2010 a slam dunk, March 22, 6:00-9:00 p.m.,
at the Selig Center. The Jewish Federation of
Greater Atlanta (JFGA) Community
Campaign, which has raised more than
$12,000,000 so far this year, is seeking volunteers to help make fundraising phone calls. In
the spirit of March Madness, volunteers are
encouraged to wear their favorite team’s gear.
Dinner will be served; dietary laws will be
observed. To register, contact Staci ZemlakKenter at szemlak@jfga.org.
MAKE A DIFFERENCE. On March 25, 12:30
p.m., Jewish Family & Career Services
(JF&CS) will conduct a free volunteer orientation session. Volunteer opportunities include
NORC (Naturally Occurring Retirement
Community) program assistant, Meals on
Wheels driver, Ben Massell Dental Clinic
receptionist/administrative support, and more.
Orientation will last approximately one hour
and will take place at JF&CS, 4549 Chamblee
Dunwoody Road. RSVP to volunteer@jfcsatlanta.org.
GIRLS’ NIGHT OUT. The Women’s
Information Network is sponsoring a free
Girls’ Night Out, March 25, 7:00-9:30 p.m. at
The Hilton Suites Atlanta Perimeter, 6120
Peachtree Dunwoody Road. Meet and learn
from successful entrepreneurs, and explore

topics such as starting or expanding a business,
improving relationships, and more. The
event’s hosts are seven Atlanta-area WIN
Online show hosts, including Bonnie RossParker, author of Walk in My Boots—The Joy
of Connecting, and Shelly Bloom, who is completing her book, The Grandchildren Are
Coming, What Are We Going To Do? To register, visit www.theWINonline.com and select
Girl’s Night Out/Atlanta.
PASSOVER FOR ALL. Shema Yisrael—The
Open Synagogue is having its annual Passover
Seder at JF&CS, 4549 Chamblee Dunwoody
Road, on March 29. The cost is $12.50 per person. Please bring a kosher-for-Passover side
dish. RSVP to 404-943-1100. Send checks to:
Congregation Shema Yisrael, 6065 Roswell
Rd. NE, #3018, Atlanta, GA 30328-4011.
Shema Yisrael also holds services every
Saturday morning, 10:15 a.m., at JF&CS.
PBS FILM PREMIERE. On April 12, 10:00
p.m., PBS stations nationwide will premiere
Among the Righteous: Lost Stories from the
Holocaust in Arab Lands, a documentary
chronicling one man’s eight-year, four-continent journey to challenge the problem of
Holocaust denial in the Arab world in the wake
of 9/11. Narrated by Robert MacNeil, this film
is the story of Robert Satloff, who heads a
Washington, D.C., policy center, and his
search to find an Arab who took action to save
his Jewish neighbors during the Holocaust.
Check local listings for details.
HARTMAN FAMILY HONORED. Yeshiva
Atlanta will honor the Hartman Family at this
year’s Dinner of Honor, April 16, at Mason
Murer Fine Art. Awards will be presented to
Dr. Sanford “Sandy” Hartman and sons Aaron;
Joshua, and wife Robyn; and Noah, and wife
Anna. This year marks the 20th anniversary of
the passing of loving wife and devoted mother
of the honorees, Bonnie Hartman, in whose
memory the school’s gymnasium was built.
The diner is open to the public; tickets are
$100. For details, contact Jill Ovadia at 770451-5299 x26.
See THOUGHT, page 37
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MIDAS OF SANDY SPRINGS

Pictured (back row): Reed Bell, Chris Adams, Patty Conway,
Mark Ritzer, Mike Doherty. (Front row): Jessie Swieter,
Damien Gordon, George Hall, Les Walker, Mark Hoover

We service all your vehicle needs
Exhaust • Brakes • Tires • Alignment • Air Conditioning
All Factory Scheduled Maintenance Programs
for All Vehicles

404-255-7272
6560 Roswell Road
100 Yards South of Abernathy - Next to Taco Bell
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Kosher Affairs
From page 25
Cellars, located in the Napa Valley in the
heart of California’s premier wine country.
Founded in 1979, Hagafen is owned and
operated by Irit and Ernie Weir. The company produces only 8,000 cases of wine per
year. Some of its labels, such as Don
Ernesto, are available only by direct purchase from Hagafen or by joining one of the
Hagafen wine clubs; some labels are distributed to select retailers and restaurants
internationally. Hagafen wines have been
served to visiting dignitaries on numerous
occasions at the White House. For more
information, or to purchase, visit hagafencellars.com or donernesto.com—or search
for Hagafen at winezap.com.
My “tasting panel” (yes, very difficult
job) enjoyed sipping these bright varietals.
They are wonderful, value-priced table
wines. A pleasure and a treat!
2006 CRESCENDO! The label is colorful,
lively, and friendly, the name emphatic.
And that is exactly how we would
describe this red table wine—perfect for
happy occasions, any time, any day. From
the vintner: “Crescendo! is all about
combining fruit and spice in an explosive combination. It will make you
want to finish the bottle and open
another.” (We did.) $24
2008 COLLAGE NORTH COAST
WHITE TABLE WINE. More “fun in
a bottle.” Golden, fruity, medium-bodied, dry, friendly, this wine is good to
share with family and friends. Once
again, we even love the label. $15
2008 NAPA VALLEY VIN GROS
ROSE. This pinot noir rosé is a blush that
combines a “fruit basket of fun,” including
strawberry, lemon, cherry, pink grapefruit,
and a hint of cinnamon. The 2007 vintage
was awarded 90 points by tastings.com and
two stars by the San Francisco Chronicle.
$15
HAGAFEN CELLARS
2005 HAGAFEN PRIX MELANGE,
NAPA VALLEY. The Hagafen Prix wines
are made in small lots, with limited availability and noted by many experts for excellence. Several wine experts give this particular wine high scores and consider it a joy
to consume. Only 300 cases were produced.
It was awarded 93 points by Daniel Rogov,
92 points in the World Wine
Championships, and double gold in the
Tasters Guild competition. $75
2006 LATE HARVEST CHARDONNAY.
This unique wine is fruity and smooth, with
a touch of natural sweetness due to its late
harvest. It is a gold-medal winner (Indy
International Competition), and was awarded 93 points (exceptional) at the 2008
World Wine Championships. Our tasting
panel “loved the wine....fabulous, especially for dessert!” $36 (half bottle)
2009 HAGAFEN LAKE COUNTY
WHITE RIESLING. From the organically
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certified Devoto vineyards, this wine has a
light, sweet taste combining white peach,
mandarin, apricot, pineapple, and papaya.
Pair it with meals for an aperitif or a bit of
sweetness. $18
RECANATI
Recanati is an artisan winery founded
by Lenny Recanati, fulfilling his lifelong
dream of connecting the land of Israel with
his passion for fine wine. Today, the
Recanati winery is the 6th largest winery in
Israel. The wines are available worldwide.
Recanati Yasmin wines are delightful.
Produced in Israel, the Yasmin line is once
again going to be on my Passover table. The
taste and quality of both the white and the
red are on par with costlier choices, and
both are value priced. Yasmin wines are
mevushal (boiled; therefore, they are kosher
no matter who serves them) and have
become popular choices for large receptions
and events.
RECANATI YASMIN RED. This blend of
Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot, and Shiraz is
light, fruity, medium-bodied,
and versatile. $11
RECANATI
YASMIN
WHITE. This blend of
Riesling,
Sauvignon
Blanc, and Colombard is
medium-bodied, refreshing, and fruity. It pairs
well with appetizers,
poultry, fish, and vegetarian entrees. $11
Recanati also offers some
exceptional, collectible
wines and we have selected three to share:
CABERNET SAUVIGNON RESERVE
2007. I have recently tried this superb wine.
This full-bodied red is fine to drink now, but
according to the winemaker, it “should age
well over the next decade.” This is one to
collect and store. $25
PETITE SIRAH RESERVE 2006. This is
another exceptional choice from Recanati,
made from select grapes from the slopes of
the Upper and Lower Galilee. Perfect with
rich stews and hearty dishes. Decant one
hour before drinking, and serve at cool
room temperature. $26
DIAMOND SERIES ROSE is an enjoyable, very light choice, on the sweet side.
Pair it with fish, poultry, and vegetarian
appetizers. I think that it is perfect to pack
for a spring picnic—even if you’re eating
matzoh sandwiches. $15
Recanati wines are available at several
Atlanta locations, including Clairmont
Sam’s Club and Kroger Toco Hill. You can
find them online at kosherwine.com and
read reviews at Snooth.com. For more
information, visit recanati-winery.com.
As we drink the four glasses at our
Seders, we relive our past and pray for
renewed peace, spiritual growth, unity, and
freedom for the Jewish people everywhere.
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BUSINESS BITS
By Marsha Liebowitz
NEW JOURNEY. Robin Cohen, the new executive director of It’s the Journey, Inc., which
raises funds for local breast cancer organizations through its 2-Day Walk, was formally
introduced to key supporters at the annual grant
party on March 1, when 20 non-profit organizations were awarded more than $770,000.
Cohen was chief operating officer for Temple
Kol Emeth and previously worked for
Perspectives On Performance, Inc., Marietta;
RS Medical of Vancouver, Washington; and the
American Heart Association. She received her
MBA from Nova Southeastern University and
her BS in public relations from Florida
International University.
EXCELLENCE IN LEADERSHIP. Rick
Aranson, COO of Jewish Family & Career
Services, received the 2010 Claudia Fogel
Award
from
the
International Association of
Jewish Vocational Services
(IAJVS) for excellence in
leadership, management,
and commitment to Jewish
communal
service.
Established in 1989 in
memory of Claudia Fogel,
former director of the Work
Center on Aging of the
Rick Aranson
Jewish Vocational Service
of Metro West, New
Jersey, this award recognizes a professional
employed for five+ years in an IAJVS affiliate
agency who has shown innovation, creativity,
initiative, and resourcefulness. The recipient
receives an IAJVS Annual Conference scholarship and a $150 stipend.

PARTNERS. The Cohen Home in Alpharetta is
now under the skilled management of The
William Breman Jewish Home. The new executive director of The Cohen Home is Melissa
Hyatt, an R.N. who has maintained a long professional association with The Breman Home,
Weinstein Hospice, and The Meyer Balser
NORC (Naturally Occurring Retirement
Community).
OUTSTANDING ALUMNUS. Michael
Rindsberg, associate senior designer with
Jova/Daniels/Busby Architects Interiors
Designers and Planners, was awarded the firstever Rising Leader Award
from the University of
Florida Department of
Interior Design at its annual recognition ceremony,
February 19, at the Reitz
Union
Hotel
in
Gainesville, Florida. As
part of the ceremony,
Rindsberg made a presentation to interior design
Michael
students, faculty, and
Rindsberg
board members. A 2002
graduate of the University of Florida,
Rindsberg has been with Jova/Daniels/Busby
since 2005, and has worked on projects including CNN, Intuit, AG Edwards, Hands On
Atlanta, and the North Carolina State
University Library Commons.
ROCK YOUR SHABBAT. Singer Robyn
Shippel’s Shabbat Rocks is a new Judaica rock
album perfect for the whole family. It features
six traditional Shabbat celebration songs, along
with the Friday Night Blessings and an original
arrangement of the Children’s Blessing.
Shippel runs programs for congregations and

organizations, enabling them to raise funds
through her CD sales and live performances.
For booking, fundraising, and general
inquiries, contact SoundArt Records at
info@shabbatrocks.com. For CD purchases,
visit shabbatrocks.com.

Carl Golden, property manager of
Wilson, Hull and Neal Real Estate;
Rusty Epperson, partner of Wilson, Hull
and Neal; Herman Fishman, property
owner; and Bruce Wilson, partner of
Wilson, Hull and Neal, celebrate the
sale of two buildings owned by the
Fishman family to an investor.

Robyn Shippel
DREAM BIG. Don’t Give Up…Don’t Ever
Give Up: The Inspiration of Jimmy V is a new
book by Justin Spizman and Robyn Spizman.
Uttered by former North Carolina State
University basketball coach Jim
Valvano during
his inspirational
1993
Arthur
Ashe
Award
acceptance
speech at the
ESPY Awards,
the words “Don’t
give up…Don’t
ever give up”
inspired a movement that changed lives. The book takes readers through the speech, intersperses it with
glimpses into Jimmy V’s life from those who
knew him best, and shows how readers can
learn from it. The book is now available at
amazon.com and barnesandnoble.com.

I love to Lunch n’ Learn
This is a personal testimony about a program I
have enjoyed for a number of years. The program is
Lunch n’ Learn, and it is sponsored by Lifespan
Resources, which is dedicated to “Positive Programs
for Older Adults.”
Lunch n’ Learn meets every Thursday, four
quarters a year—eight weeks in fall, winter, and
spring, and six weeks in summer—at several
Buckhead churches.
Classes are taught by retired professors and
experts in various fields. For example, I have taken
literature classes from Dr. Larry Rubin, long-time
Georgia Tech professor and published poet, who
teaches at Lifespan every winter quarter. This quarter, I’m in art history, where Marilyn Morton presents entertaining slide lectures. There are always
travel talks by those who have been to exotic places.
Last quarter, Susan Kessler Barnard taught a
course on the history of Buckhead. This quarter,
Jack Ferguson is
t e a c h i n g
Jack Ferguson as
“Biographies of the
George Washington
First
Seven
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BY Carolyn
Gold
Presidents.” The first day of his class, I walked in
to find him dressed in a replica of George
Washington’s officer’s uniform, complete with blue
jacket and gold epaulets, knee breeches, hose, and
a three-cornered blue hat.
Christine Bird regularly teaches us about
finance. Dusty Miller and Ray Nixon are a wonderful team, teaching “Great Decisions,” an annual
class on foreign policy issues. Frances McKibben’s
history lectures are always full to overflowing.
Dr. Ferdinand Levy, also a retired Georgia
Tech professor, taught a fall series on drama with
emphasis on character. He will be back in spring
with an everyday economics class. This winter, the
computer classes, taught by Peggy Palmiter and Fred

Greg Silberman (left), of Wilmington
Trust, greets guests Nina and Bill
Schwartz at the reception preceding
“Outlook: Atlanta.” This program,
which unraveled the intricacies of the
economic environment and explored
projections for financial markets, was
hosted by D. Jack Sawyer, Jr., newly
named president of Wilmington Trust
Southeast Region, and was held in the
Astor Ballroom of the St. Regis Hotel.
(Photo: Jim Fitts)

Scheer and adapted for all levels of expertise, are
popular.
Sometimes, the offerings are so enticing it’s
hard to choose. For exercise, there are tai chi and line
dancing classes. There is Spanish conversation. In a
class called “I Remember,” Ruth Barnwell helps her
students write their memoirs. Health classes always
draw a crowd, as do those in music appreciation.
All these experienced teachers at Lunch n’
Learn donate their services, obviously for the love of
teaching. Some of them have been doing this for
years.
Here’s the routine: after two morning classes, a
buffet lunch is served. Then, several afternoon
options are available: a watercolor class, taught by
well-known Atlanta artist Anne McDonald, in which
both experienced and beginning artists have painted
abstracts, portraits from live models, and still lives;
a bridge game; or a movie.
All this is offered for $48 a quarter. Lunches are
$7.00. The bonus is no homework and no tests! I find
Lunch n’ Learn interesting, stimulating, and fun. I’m
always impressed by the knowledge of the instructors, and, in addition, I’ve found that fellow classmates become delightful friends.
To learn more, call Judy Squires or Laurie
Stokes at 404-237-7307.
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my, in Greensboro, North Carolina, is
America’s premier Jewish pluralistic college-prep boarding school. All inductees
are invited to the academy’s 100-acre campus for a scholars weekend in March, where
they will engage in a leadership program, be
acknowledged at an induction ceremony,
and have the opportunity to win one of five
scholarships to attend the academy.
Suskin’s project demonstrated the best geometric design of parachutes.
By Belle Klavonsky

HOOPS FOR HAITI. Epstein 7th-graders
Alex Platt and Ari Soran were interviewed
on Fox 5 News-WAGA on the 6:00 p.m.
news, March 3, and on High Five Sports
about Hoops For Haiti, the 3 on 3 basketball
tournament they created to raise money for
earthquake victims. The students organized
the tournament for their bar mitzvah project
after learning that their basketball coach,
Mendell Midy, lost several members of his
family during the devastating natural disaster. The students raised $1,759. Pictured:
(from left) Alex Platt, Coach Mendell Midy,
and Ari Soran

PROPS TO PRESCHOOL. Bright From
The Start, the agency that licenses providers
of preschool educational services, made its
annual licensing visit to Epstein’s PreSchool—and once again, it passed the
inspection with high honors. In addition,
due to the success of the new First Steps
Program, parents have expressed interest in
preschool education for children as young
as 18 months. Therefore, beginning in the
2010-2011 school year, the Sandy Springs
campus will accept students 18 months of
age into its toddler program. For information, contact Admissions Director Susan
Berk at sberk@epsteinatlanta.org or 404250-5607. Pictured: Kayla Steinhauser and
Yarden Ellsworth
SERVING THE COMMUNITY. At a recent
Jewish Day School Conference in Teaneck,
New Jersey, The Epstein School was recog-

nized for having served the community for
36 years. Over 500 educators and lay leaders attended the conference to discuss topics
relevant to the field of Jewish day school
education. The award was given at a reception for the Solomon Schechter Day School
Association (SSDSA). Pictured: Stan
Beiner, head of school; Elaine Cohen, education director, SSDSA; and Linda Schear,
board president

EVEN THE LESSON WAS RECYCLABLE. Five Riverwood International
Charter School students (four of them
Epstein alumni) visited The Epstein School
to introduce 2nd-graders to The Next Big
Step, a non-profit they co-founded to
encourage young people to make educated
decisions about the environment. The
Riverwood students also taught a lesson
about the environment that involved activities both in the classroom and outdoors;
when the lesson was completed, students
lined up to put all the lesson materials they
used in the recycling bins. Pictured:
Riverwood students (from left) Aron
Lesser, Blake Engelhard, Mallory Hope,
Daniel Yellin, and Gabriel Lesser
A HIGH HONOR. Adina Shlomit Karpuj
Bortz (pictured) an
8th-grade student at
The Epstein School,
is one of 50 students
nationwide who will
be inducted into the
American Hebrew
Academy
Honor
Society. The acade-

MATH MATTERS. This year, with schools
throughout the Atlanta area participating,
The Epstein Middle School MATHCOUNTS team (from left: Jonathan
Steinberg, David Zarge, Daniel Abravanel,
and Mallory Harris) took home 3rd-place
honors in it division at the 2010 MATHCOUNTS Atlanta-area competition. Led
by mathematics educator Abby Suss, the
team’s success is a direct reflection of
Epstein’s strong math program. MATHCOUNTS challenges students’ math skills,
develops self-confidence, and rewards students for their achievements. The competition took place February 5, at Temple
Emanu-El.

AFRICAN ARTS. Davis Academy Lower
School students experienced a day of
African culture on February 16.
Author/photographer Patsy Smith Roberts
read from one of her books, shared stories
about her African adventures, and described
how she photographs the African wild.
Artist Jessica Dorman showed students her
unusual renditions of African animals that
she creates out of clay. Finally, Manga
African Dance, a fantastic dance troupe,
demonstrated many different kinds of
African dances. Here, 3rd-grader Noah
Greenberg tries out an African drum.
SCIENCE FAIR WINNERS. Davis
Academy 8th-grader Joshua Bircoll (left)
took 1st place at the Fulton County Science
Fair, Middle School Division, in February;
8th-grader Adam Suskin (right) received an
honorable mention. Bircoll, whose project
measured the rate of flow of various densities of fluids through a tube, now advances
to the state competition, April 1, in Athens.

LIBERTY FOR ALL. Davis Academy
Middle School music students were treated
to a special clinic conducted by Liberty
DeVitto (pictured), veteran drummer who
played with pop star Billy Joel for 30 years.
DeVitto not only demonstrated drumming
and music techniques for students but also
inspired them with messages about pursuing their dreams and goals.

ORT KIDS. The Davis Academy Middle
School hosted three 8th-grade ORT-Lipson
exchange students and their teacher from
Israel for a month. The Israeli students
attended classes with Davis students and
stayed with Davis host families, getting to
know about American culture and seeing
Atlanta sights. They also shared stories with
Davis students about what it is like to be a
teenager in Israel. Here, 8th-grader Emily
Bachner (left) and her sister, 6th-grader
Jessica Bachner, say goodbye to Israeli student Dorin Matzrafi, who stayed with their
family.

PEOPLE IN OUR COMMUNITY. In
February, Davis Academy’s youngest stu-
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dents in Mechina: Kindergarten Prep
enjoyed learning all about how police and
firefighters work to keep people safe. Every
year, Mechina students “star” in a video
based on what they learn about people in
their communities, and the video is then
shown to the students and their parents.
Here, Mechina students learn about fire
safety from Sandy Springs firefighters.

HAITIAN RELIEF. When a devastating
earthquake struck Haiti, Davis Academy
3rd-graders took the lead in collecting more
than $1,300 to help the people of that small
country. Pictured is one of the many posters
drawn by Davis 3rd-graders and posted
around school to encourage students to give
generously to this important and worthy
cause.
OUTSTANDING SENIOR. The Coca-Cola
Scholars Foundation
has
designated
Weber School student Ari Axler (pictured) as one of the
Class of 2010 CocaCola Scholars. She is
one of 253 finalists
out of a pool of
69,000 applicants.
Later this spring, the foundation will grant
53 finalists $20,000 national scholarships
for college and 200 finalists $10,000
regional scholarships.
NATIONAL MERIT FINALIST. Weber
senior
Allison
Briskin (pictured)
was selected as a
National
Merit
Scholarship finalist.
To be considered for
a National Merit
Scholarship, a semifinalist must advance
to finalist standing in
the competition. A finalist may then be eligible for a scholarship based on academic
record, two sets of test scores, a school official’s written recommendation, information
about the student’s activities and leadership,
and the finalist’s own essay.
SOOTHING SMOOTHIES. Weber School
junior Daniel Feuer
(pictured)
was
recently featured in
Womenetics,
a
national/international web magazine.
Daniel was recognized for his work
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food dehydrator. Pictured: 3-year-olds
Josiah Hartman and Simon Berry

with Smoothie Kidz, a teen-run, nonprofit
service organization that delivers smoothies
to cancer patients receiving chemotherapy.
Because of publicity Smoothie Kidz has
received, the organization now has the
financial backing of Atlanta-based franchise
operation Planet Smoothie.
GO RAMS! The Weber School’s varsity
boys basketball team has advanced to the
state tournament. This is the first-ever
GISA (Georgia Independent School
Association) state tournament appearance
for Weber boys basketball.
COVENANT FOUNDATION HONORS
ROSENBLIT. The Covenant Foundation,
which honors outstanding Jewish educators,
recently profiled Weber teacher Barbara
Rosenblit. The foundation recognized her
for adDRESSING Women’s Lives, her
innovative project that pairs each student in
her History of Jewish Women in America
class with a senior woman. After conducting interviews, the student then creates a
dress that reflects the woman’s importance
to her family and her community.
MENTORING FUTURE JEWISH EDUCATORS. Two Pardes Institute of Jewish
Studies students, Jordana (Joey) Heyman
and Marc Silberstein, are currently interning at The Weber School. These master of
education candidates have been studying in
Israel for the last two years and are training
to become Judaics teachers in North
America. As part of Weber’s ongoing relationship with Pardes, Barbara Rosenblit and
the Judaics staff work with the interns,
allowing them to observe classes and teach
several Judaics courses.

sidder Bootsie received was the same siddur
her mother, Adele, received 36 years ago at
GHA. Bootsie, named for her grandmother
Bootsie Siegel, is the 17th child in the
Siegel family to receive a siddur at GHA.

101 DAYS. ECD celebrated the 101st day
of school by dressing up as Disney’s 101
Dalmatians. Pictured: Kindergarteners Alex
Schwartz and Reese Bober

MATHCOUNTS. GHA was one of 60
schools represented in the Atlanta area
MATHCOUNTS competition in February.
GHA’s team (pictured) ranked 16th out of
the 55 competing teams, and Ben Valenta
ranked 71st out of 355 individual mathletes.
GHA team members are 8th-graders Tova
Beeber, Justin Seligson, Joey Siegel, Ben
Valenta, and Josh Weissmann, and 7thgraders Davis Apseloff, Harrison Gildar,
and Ilan Palte.

TU B’SHEVAT. Ganon Bet (pre-K) made
bird feeders in honor of Tu B’Shevat and
Shabbat Shira. Pictured: Sophia Alezra,
Dov Karlin, Kayla Feingold, Jolie Intro,
and Lindsay Steuer
WOLMER SELECTED BY COLLEGE
BOARD. Al Wolmer, head of the Math
Department at Yeshiva Atlanta High
School, has been selected by the College
Board to be an exam reader for this year’s
AP Calculus exams. Mr. Wolmer, along
with other invited high school and college
calculus teachers, will score the free
response questions. Students scoring high
enough on these exams may be given college credit for their work.

PURIM. Greenfield Hebrew Academy held
a fantastic Purim Celebration and Carnival
in which everyone enjoyed a costume
parade, moon bounces, and games.
Pictured: Simon Berry and Blair Rubinger
SIDDUR CELEBRATION. GHA 1stgraders received their first siddur at the
Siddur Celebration in February. Student
Bootsie Glasser (pictured with teacher
Cheryl Tobin) is continuing a great family
tradition at GHA. At the celebration, the

ECD’S HEALTHY TREATS. In Healthy
Foundations (Nutrition), GHA Early
Childhood Department (ECD) students
have been making dried fruit using their

MERIT AWARD WINNERS. YA has two
2010 Georgia Certificate of Merit Award
students, Sarah Harpaz and Shira
Weissmann. This award identifies and
rewards superior scholastic endeavors
through outstanding achievement in the first
three years of high school, in hope that such
recognition will result in even greater academic effort and full pursuit of a formal
program of higher education.
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Elinor Breman’s generosity and tenacity a blessing to Atlanta’s Jewish community
At the heart of The William Breman
Jewish Heritage & Holocaust Museum
today is a remarkable woman, Elinor
Angel Rosenberg Breman, whose story is
one of strength, wisdom and courage. It’s
also a story filled with love—and romance.
Elinor was honored recently during a
gala celebrating the opening of “Dr. Seuss
Goes to War … and More,” a special
exhibit at The Breman focusing on the
World War II editorial cartoons of Theodor
Seuss Geisel. Elinor has been an integral
part of The Breman for nearly two decades
and one of the driving forces behind the
museum’s growth and success in recent
years.
Living in Chattanooga, where she was
born, as a young girl Elinor had come to
Atlanta to attended “Ballyhoo,” a weekend
of activities for young Jewish singles from
around the South. It was there that she met
Herbert Rosenberg.
Later, Herbie, a traveling salesman,
found himself in Chattanooga on business
when he and Elinor met once again. “The
story of how my parents met is legendary
in our family,” says Jerry Rosenberg,
Elinor and Herbie’s oldest child. “It was a
whirlwind romance that lasted for
decades.” Herbie passed away in 1992.
The Rosenbergs became part of the
city, watching it grow and prosper, feeling
and feeding off the strength of the commu-
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force, Bill Breman was calling it quits.
After a long and successful career, he
decided to retire from his company,
Breman Steel, in 1979. It was time to enjoy
life and spend more time with family—his
wife, Sylvia, their children and grandchildren. Retirement also gave Bill much more
time to play tennis and enjoy the company
of his tennis partners and, significantly,
figure out how best to continue embracing
one of his greatest loves—the Jewish community.
Bill Breman was a gentle, generous
man. Over the next several decades he
endowed the religious school of The
Temple, the Sylvia Breman Library at the
Davis Academy, The William Breman
Jewish Home and the Sylvia Breman
Auditorium at The Selig Center.
And yet he felt there was still more to
be done. In the early 1990s, he began
developing a vision, the creation of a special sort of museum that would explore
certain universal themes—respect for difference, responsible citizenship, human
dignity and community-building through
the lens of the Jewish People.
It was a massive undertaking, and he
relished the challenge. And then tragedy
struck. Sylvia, his wife and partner for
nearly six decades, died. He was devastated.
“Dad was really in bad shape,”
remembers Carol Nemo, the Bremans’
daughter. “He was depressed and going
downhill fast. It was awful.” And then one
day the clouds parted and the sun returned.

“We had a birthday party for my Dad at
103 West,” Carol says, “and I noticed that
he was dancing with Elinor Rosenberg; in
fact they were dancing together a lot.”
Bill Breman had managed to dance
his way back into life, falling into a relationship that once again made him smile.
Carol explains: “Dad was happy; he
was like a teenager. Elinor and Dad started dating, going out to dinner. Dad had
perked up, and we were thrilled. When
you love your parent, you want them to be
happy. All of a sudden, their relationship
became more than a friendship … and
they were married.”
Elinor and Bill became husband and
wife, but also friends and partners. How
could it be otherwise? They both enjoyed
the love of family and friends; attending
the symphony and the theater; traveling
and entertaining.
And then there was that bit of unfinished business, Bill’s vision to create a
special museum. Elinor, it turns out, was
thrilled at the opportunity to work with
her husband in fleshing out his hopes and
dreams. They were a dynamic couple,
focused on creating something unique and
special for both the city of Atlanta and its
growing Jewish community.
They succeeded. Bill’s vision became
a reality when The William Breman
Jewish Heritage Museum opened its doors
at the Selig Center in June 1996. Elinor,
of course, was at his side.
The Bremans were able to spend the
next several years together watching their
dream grow and mature. The museum
quickly became a local and national
resource, the home of two permanent
exhibitions—one focusing on the
Holocaust, the other detailing the history
of Jewish life in Georgia. It also included
a gallery for special exhibitions, a
resource library and extensive archives—
diaries, documents, scrapbooks, photos
and oral histories – on Jewish history in
the state.
Bill Breman died on Dec. 13, 2000,
remembered fondly as a gentle, generous
man who loved his family and friends,
honored his state and nation, and cared
deeply for the Jewish community.
In the years since his death, Elinor
has continued paying special attention to
The Breman, remaining the museum’s
chief benefactor, cheerleader and advisor.
Her wisdom and leadership have helped
the museum continue to grow and prosper
and hold true to The Breman’s legacy—
offering a positive example of the
strength of the human spirit.
“Elinor’s passion, generosity and
determination have bolstered the museum
in every aspect of its operations,” says
Jane Leavey, executive director of The
Breman Museum. “She inspires all of us
to be our very best. She expresses her
ideas and speaks her mind with wit, wisdom and grace! The Breman benefits in
countless ways from her sound counsel
and her unwavering support.”
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Thought
From page 28
CHILDREN’S STITCH-IN. “Your Own
Creation,” is a free, intergenerational sewing
workshop geared to adults with children ages 812. Presented by The Peach State Stitchers
(Atlanta Chapter of The Pomegranate Guild of
Judaic Needlework), the program takes place
Sunday, April 18, 1:00-3:00 p.m., at Temple
Emanu-El, 1580 Spalding Drive, Dunwoody.
Learn embroidery and appliqué techniques using
flower motifs. Participants should bring a tank
top or T-shirt, and, if they have one, a 6” or 7”
embroidery hoop. Light snacks will be provided.
RSVP to peachstatestitch@aol.com; include
names of adults and names/ages of children.
HOLOCAUST GARDEN DEDICATION. On
April 25, 11:00 a.m.-12:00 noon, the Besser
Holocaust Memorial Garden, sponsored by
Holocaust survivor Abe Besser and his wife,
Marlene Gelernter Besser, will be dedicated at
the MJCCA Zaban Park. Dr. Michael
Berenbaum, internationally acclaimed author,
scholar, and filmmaker specializing in the
Holocaust, will speak. The garden features nine
sculptures by Dee Clements and an eternal flame
(ner tamid). The architect is Stanley Daniels of
Jova/Daniels/Busby. The Bessers’ gift to the
community includes an endowment to ensure
the garden’s upkeep. For more information, visit
www.atlantajcc.org.
HEART AND SOUL. Jewish National Fund’s
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“Heart and Soul” Mission is May 2-9. See
Israel’s best sights, such as the Historic Triangle
in Jerusalem, and JNF projects such as the
Indoor Recreation Center in Sderot, the Aleh
Negev residential facility for people with severe
disabilities, and the Red Mountain Therapeutic
Riding Center near Eilat. There are also optional day tours to Masada and the Old City of
Jerusalem. The cost is $3,135 (land only; double occupancy; single supplement is $950); the
Masada tour is an additional $90. For details,
call 404-236-8990, or e-mail Beth Gluck,
bgluck@jnf.org,
or
Ronnie
Porat,
rporat@jnf.org.
EAGLE STAR GALA. The American Israel
Chamber of Commerce (AICC) Eagle Star
Awards Gala is May 12, 6:00-9:00 p.m., at
Georgia Pacific Headquarters, 133 Peachtree
Street, N.E. The gala celebrates the people and
companies who have made the most significant
impact on business between the Southeast and
Israel. Dr. Yossi Vardi, principal, International
Technology Ventures, is Israeli Keynote
Speaker; Comedian Daryl Pinsky, vice president, Crown Diamond, will emcee. Laurie
Olivier, partner, Veritas Venture Partners, will
receive the Chamber Founders Award, and the
Consulate General of Israel to the Southeast will
receive the Community Partner Award. For more
information, visit www.eaglestargala.com.
HELP FOR CAREGIVERS. The Cohen Home,
in collaboration with Aviv Older Adult Services,
conducts a Family Caregiver Support Group the
2nd and 4th Tuesday of every month, 6:30-7:30

p.m. This open and free group is designed to
help families create a network of support.
Meetings are held at The Cohen Home, 10485
Jones Bridge Road, Alpharetta, and facilitated
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by Mandy Kaufman, LCSW, Aviv Older Adult
Services, and Ashley Saef, MA, The Cohen
Home. For information, contact Ashley Saef,
770-475-8787 or asaef@cohenhome.org.

Albany
From page 23
with the religious school packed with children.
Unfortunately, many of these children
did not stay in Albany once they grew up.
Many left for larger cities like Atlanta,
seeking greater economic and social
opportunities. By the 1980s, the Jewishowned stores of Albany were closing due
to competition from national chain stores
and the lack of interest on the part of the
owners’ children in joining the family business. Over the last few decades, Albany’s
Jewish population has dropped precipitously. By 1997, only 200 Jews still lived
in Albany. B’nai Israel sold its building in
1995 to a bank and built a smaller synagogue on Gillionville Road, which was
dedicated in 1999.
While the number of Jews in Albany
has continued to decline, B’nai Israel has
remained active. Since 2001, Rabbi Dana
Evan Kaplan has led the congregation.
Today, the congregation has 85 member
households and continues to keep Judaism
alive in Southwest Georgia.
Readers can learn more about the history of Jewish communities in Georgia by
visiting the Encyclopedia of Southern

The interior of B’nai Israel’s new
synagogue, designed by member
David Maschke
Jewish
Communities,
found
at
www.isjl.org. The Institute of Southern
Jewish Life considers the encyclopedia to
be a work in progress and invites the public to contact Dr. Stuart Rockoff at
Rockoff@isjl.org with additional information related to the history of Jews in
Georgia or other parts of the South.
Dr. Stuart Rockoff is director of the history
department at the Goldring/Woldenberg
Institute of Southern Jewish Life.
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Schwartz on Sports
I enjoy reading Atlanta magazine. A
recent issue included an article titled “67
Things Every Atlantan Must Do.” Why
they chose 67 I’m not certain, but it certainly was interesting. While I’ve done
quite a few of the 67, such as visiting the
Cyclorama, eating at the Varsity on game
day, eating at the Colonnade, and seeing the
giant panda at the zoo, I’m not certain if I’ll
ever swim with the sharks at the Georgia
Aquarium, sober up at the Majestic, or
climb Stone Mountain in the dark—but you
never know.
The article did inspire me, though, so
here’s a list of 25 sport activities every
Jewish Georgian must experience.
1. Watch a T-ball game in the spring.
2. Play a pick-up basketball game with
George Wise as your teammate.
3. Play Sid Cojac in Pickle-ball.
4. Watch your child or grandchild take a tap
dance lesson.
5. Attend a Zumba class with your wife.
6. Take a swing at one of Gene Benator’s
knuckle balls.
7. Participate in the Harris Jacobs Dream
Run.
8. Bowl in the B’nai B’rith Men’s League.
9. Play in the co-ed dodge ball league (but
don’t forget to duck).
10. Tee off at the Harry Maziar Golf
Tournament.
11. Coach a Maccabi team.
12. Take your child or grandchild swimming at Zaban Park.
13. Take part in a spinning class.
14. Play mah jongg on a Wednesday at the
Marcus Jewish Community Center of
Atlanta.
15. Show up at the MJCCA with 25 other
guys at 8:00 a.m. on a freezing Sunday
morning, and wait for the doors to open to
play basketball.
16. Teach your daughter or granddaughter
to do a cartwheel.

BY Jerry
Schwartz
17. Toss a football with your son or grandson and tell him to go long.
18. Be a regular in the Silver Sneakers
exercise program, but don’t forget your
card.
19. Eat a kosher hot dog at Turner Field.
20. Attend a Hawks game sponsored by the
Jewish community.
21. Hit a slam shot during a ping-pong
game.
22. Umpire a softball game, and get to yell,
“you’re out!”
23. Get up at 6:00 in the morning so you
can attend Boot Camp at the MJCCA.
24. Jump up, catch the bar, and do at least
one pull up.
25. Drive for the bucket and score.
How did you do? If you experienced
all 25, let me know. I want to shake your
hand and pat you on the back.

HERE COMES PICKLE-BALL. In my last
column, I introduced Jewish Georgians to
the game of Pickle-ball. Through the efforts
of Sid Cojac, Cheri Levitan, Howie
Rosenberg, Donald Miller, and others on
the committee, the sport was brought to the
MJCCA.
Since then, I’ve had a chance to see
interest in the game grow, with plans to set
up two courts in the Blank gym and schedule playing time for Tuesday and Thursday
mornings.
I stopped by the gym and talked with
Sid, who told me how popular the game
was in Charlotte, where he lived before

Cheri Levitan, Sid Cojac, and Howie
Rosenberg
moving to Atlanta three years ago. Sid also
told me that he previously played in the
Senior Olympics and won the singles tennis
medal at age 83.
I also talked with Ed Feldstein, who
was hitting around with Nathan Goldstein
and Vasan Sundaram, who was here from
Seattle visiting his son. The guys invited
me to join them, and I found the game to be
a lot of fun. I’ve played racquet sports all
my life, but had to make some adjustments.
Since you’re playing with a Wiffle-type
ball, you have to compensate, because the
ball is not going to bounce like a tennis or
racquetball. You can also put a pretty good
slice on the ball. I’m looking forward to
playing again.
Ed told me that the sport is energizing,
is great for cardiovascular exercise, and
offers a transition from tennis.
Pickle-ball was created during the
summer of 1965 on Bainbridge Island, a
short ferry-boat ride from Seattle. It started
out as a family activity, but since the mid1970s, it has grown to become a net court
sport with formalized rules. The story goes
that when it was played in one Bainbridge
Island family’s backyard, whenever the ball
went over the end line, the family dog,
Pickle, would retrieve it.
So, join us at the MJCCA for a game of
Pickle-ball.

Doc Kaplan a hero to many
Judge Arthur M. Kaplan died New
Year’s Day at the age of 85.
He was a bona fide hero and a bona
fide patriot. Like so many others in my
AZA Jewish Triangle Club (JTC) Chapter
460, he had gone off to fight for his country.
I was 14 years old.
World War II was still raging, and
Arthur (Doc) Kaplan was in it head deep.
He was a Navy underwater demolitions
man, operating in the South Pacific. He
cleared the way to the beach as the Marines
made one amphibious landing after another—Guadalcanal, Peleliu, Iwo Jima,
Okinawa, and more.
Today, they call them SEALs, but in
WW II they were known as UDT (underwater demolition team) men.
My JTC club was famous for its
heroes. Besides Doc Kaplan, there were Hy

BY Gene
Asher
Singer, who landed via parachute behind
enemy lines; Sidney Stein, cramped in the
rear of a B-24 bomber operating a machine
gun to shoot down Japanese attacking his
aircraft from the rear; Jake Spiegelman,
severely wounded as part of the first wave
of Marines to storm across the beach at
Guadalcanal; Captain Bernard Fishman,
who commanded a company of Marines;
and Melvin Finkel, handsome enough in his
Marine Corps dress uniform to have his
photo on a recruiting poster.

Judge Arthur M. Kaplan (photo:
Atlanta Journal-Constitution)
` But this is not the story of WW II and
all our heroes, because I would likely inadvertently leave out names like Hank
Levinson, who miraculously survived when
the Japanese blew up his Merchant Marine
ship.
This is the story of Doc Kaplan.
Doc Kaplan was born in Covington,
Georgia, and grew up in Atlanta. During the

Ed Feldstein, Nathan Goldstein, and
Vasan Sundaram: “We need a fourth
for doubles.”
***
Gene Asher wrote about Howie
Frushtick in the January-February edition
of The Jewish Georgian. I’ve known Howie
for over 40 years. We used to play in the
City of Atlanta Recreation League in the
late ‘60s and early ‘70s with teammates Hal
Krafchick, Randy Feinberg, Lenny Levy,
and Victor Romano. Howie was a 6’5” center and had some smooth moves around the
basket. He was like a gentle giant out there
on the court. Guys used to push, shove, and
foul him, but he never lost his temper. Not
only was he a good basketball player, but
he’s a nice guy.
***
I was saddened to read in the Atlanta
Journal-Constitution obituary section that
Fred Fox had died. Fred was a well-liked
and respected basketball official at the
MJCCA during the 1980s and ‘90s. He
used to team with Ray Johnstone to call the
games. Both of them were so likeable that
you just couldn’t get mad, even if you
thought they blew the call.
***
Hope you enjoyed this column. Until
the next time, drive for the bucket and
score.
war, he received the Navy Commendation
Medal for meritorious service to the
wounded. He reflected the highest credit
upon the Navy and himself.
Although he was an attorney and judge
by profession, he spent most of his time
monitoring police calls. He was usually first
on the scene of an accident, where he rendered emergency medical care, which he
learned in the U.S. Navy.
He must have saved more than 100
lives, but, as it says in the Good Book, he
who saves one life is like saving the world.
Doc Kaplan must have saved 100 worlds.
He was usually rendering aid long before
the police or EMS personnel arrived.
Once home, he taught life-saving skills
to medical personnel, as well as members of
the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the
Georgia Bureau of Investigation, the U.S.
Secret Service, and the Atlanta Police
Academy. It is estimated that he taught
these skills to more than 15,000 people.
Doc Kaplan was as big a hero after the
war as he was during the war.
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2010 VOLVO S80

SAVE OVER $6000
PURCHASE FROM

$34,883
Stock # 86827

2010 VOLVO C70

SAVE OVER $7000
PURCHASE FROM

$34,450
Stock # 76929

2010 VOLVO XC70

SAVE OVER $7000
PURCHASE FROM

$35,459
Stock # 76999

